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MOTORCYCLE 
STORAGE SPECIAL
Now to April 30, 1995125 plus GST

I C100 & DSU CONCERT PROMOTIONS PRESENT: i

Bring this coupon and SAVE: * JImC!
ï1+ EXTRA $5 Off i [

I I

t EXTRA $25 Off ; |

Guess Jeans 20% off 

Buffalo, Request Jeans $50 with taxes 

I Gasoline Jeans (stonewashed) $44.95 with taxes
m % i.il mmFFI

I Canadian Lamb & Suede Jackets 30% offV. J
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THINKIN'ABOUT COIN' 
DOWNTOWN?

THINK AGAIN!
tVxu
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AND LOTS MORE...
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Desperately needs volunteers for 
the following upcoming events:

Casino Night at the Grawood 
UNICEF Childrens Mardi Gras 

Ward 5 Christmans Party

For more information, 
contact Jennifer Atkinson 462-4479, 

and keep an eye on the Dalendar and Clown 
Troupe bulletin board in the Union Market court.

CLOWN TROUPE
THE DSU

SHOW STARTS AT 8PM
TICKETS ON SALE OCTOBER 3,1994 

AT THE COHN BOX OFFICE
TICKETS: S18.50 INC.GST BOX OFFICE INFO: 494-3820

455-8040

WILL BE PERFORMING IN THE
REBECCA COHN AUDITORIUM I 

DALHOUSIE ARTS CENTRE |

WEDNESDAY, g 
I NOVEMBER lôl

WITH VERY SPECIAL GUESTS

«%YOUNG STREET 
MINI-STORAGE

Stone Creek Jeans and Leathers Factory Outlet 
6251 Quinpool Rd. 425-3515 Valid until Oct.27

<Z
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Joining the fight against AIDS
Woodroofe said that there are still thing at the end of today to have 
many people who are not aware of those sore hands again.”

The AIDS walk launched the start

by Jennifer Partridge

Red ribbons fluttered everywhere the disease and are therefore at great 
in the brisk wind as more than 1000 risk. of National AIDS Awareness Week, 

Activist Janet Conners, who saw October 3-10; the one week of thepeople converged on the Halifax 
Commons Sunday afternoon to take her husband Randy lose his own bat- year when the Canadian AIDS Soci- 
part in a march know this year as tie with AIDS, shared her experi- ety challenges Canadians to take the 
“the walk...because AIDS touches ences. 
everyone.”

time to learn, understand and act on
“After the walk last year, after I the issues of HIV and AIDS. 

For organizer Gary Woodroofe, pushed Randy the whole way in his The $36,000 raised on Sunday 
raising awareness and desperately wheelchair and I complained at the will go to community-based organi- 
needed funds arc two important rea- end of the day how sore the palms of zations fighting the disease, 
sons to hold this community effort, my hands were...[I] would give any-

Tuition fees may double
Wednesday’s Toronto Star the story 
aehind the glossy report, garnered from 
i leaked cabinet document which says 
that “The rapid and complete phase
out [of federal transfers to the prov
inces for education] isexpectcd to cause 
tuition fees to double by 1997.” Ac
cording to Mr. Ferguson, die docu
ment also goes on to say that “the 
government doesn’t want to reveal the 
cuts until the next budget.”

Needless to say, the provinces, 
universities and students of Canada 
are gearing up to challenge this policy 
recommendation, and this is but one 
plank of the report. Axworthy is in 
for a long series of fights with various 
groups who will be affected by the 
contents of the controversial report.

with some accomodation for low- 
income students.

If that sounds to you like huge 
tut ion hikes, read on. “It is true that 
replacing federal cash transfers would 
put upward pressure on tution fees. 
This may be a necessary price to pay 
to put in place a permanent system 
for ensuring accesibility to post-sec
ondary education,” the report says.

With regard to die issue of income- 
contingent loans, the report states that 
“If fiscal contraints on governments 
mean that students must bear a larger 
share of the costs of their education or 
training, then linking repayment more 
zlosely to ability to pay has an obvious 
element of fairness.”

Derek Ferguson reported in

by Milton Howe

Federal Human Resources Minis
ter Lloyd Axworthy released his long- 
awaited social policy review, “Im
proving Social Security in Canada” 
Wednesday and it doesn’t bode well 
for students struggling their way 
Trough post-secondary education.

Under the current system, the fed
eral government transfers about $2.6 
billion per year to the provinces which 
subsidise universities and colleges.

In a section of the report titled 
“Learning: Making Lifelong Learn
ing a Way of Life,” Axworthy recom
mends that the old financial process 
end and a new system of repayable 
loans be offered directly to students,

New Dal president
in the metro newspapers of Dalhou- 
sie’s new president. This is due to the 
silence of the Presidential Search 
Committee ever since the commit
tee decided to keep their shortlist 
deliberations and decision-making 
confidential — including the deliv
ery of its recommendation to the 
BoG.

tee recommendation and the heaps 
of praise accorded Dr. Traves in all 
communication from the Board of 
Governors and the President’s of
fices, some people remain sceptical 
about the appointment. Attempts 
to reach anyone from the Presiden
tial Search Committee for comment 
met with little success. It seems 
likely that barring any outrageous 
incidents we will never know what 
led them to select Dr. Traves.

Traves, bom in Winnipeg, stud
ied at the University of Manitoba 
and York University, served as his
tory professor and dean of arts at 
York, and then was appointed as 
vice-president academic at UNB- 
Fredericton in 1991.

by Gazette staff

After a lengthy candidate selec
tion process, the Dalhousie Board of 
Governors (BoG ) announced the ap
pointment of Dr. Tom Traves as 
Dalhousie University’s 10th presi
dent, to take effect in July 1995.

This pulls Dr. Traves away from 
his current position as vice-presi
dent academic at the University of 
New Brunswick (UNB) in 
Fredericton.

Reaction around campus was gen
erally muted, with many people not 
aware that the presidential search 
process was taking place, let alone 
already over. A number of students 
were surprised to read early this week

This committee, composed of 14 
people from all areas of the campus, 
met extensively in the early stages of 
the search process with many groups 
on campus. However, some groups 
feel that all should been involved 
through the whole process —up to 
the interviewing and shortlisting of 
the candidates.

Despite the unanimous commit-

Government the only 
winner

(OTTAWA) — Financial aid as it exists now may be on its way to 
extinction.

At an Income-Contingent Loan Repayment Plan (ICLRP) sympo
sium held in Toronto September 23 and 24, more than 400 university 
representatives showed up, about one-quarter of them students.

With this system, the government gives everyone access to a student 
loan, regardless of need. It then gets the money hack through taxes or 
directly from salaries. Some graduates with very low incomes would not 
have to pay the full loan back. But it may adversely affect people who 
traditionally make less money, like women or visible minorities.

At a press conference, Canadian Federation of Students chair Guy 
Caron said that income-contingent loans were only being introduced as 
part of a federal government plan to make students pay higher tuition.

Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance spokesperson Rick Martin 
said income contingency would get rid of means-testing, the calculation 
of whether a student is really needy or not.

Human Resources Development Minister Lloyd Axworthy made a 
presentation at the symposium, saying Ottawa will be cutting back its 
support of Canada’s colleges and universities.

ICLRPs were first introduced in Australia.

Degree no guarantee 
against poverty

OTTAWA (CUP) — There were 15 per cent more parents with 
post- secondary degrees who earned family incomes below the poverty 
line in 1991 than in 1981.

Poor families arc those which spend more than 55 per cent of their 
income on food, clothing and shelter, as defined yearly by Statistics 
Canada. The study, which was released September 23, suggests that a 
university degree is less of a guarantee against poverty than ever before.

However, a university degree has not become totally worthless in 
today’s society says Clarence Lochhead, one of the three authors of the 
Fact Book on Poverty — 1994- He says the levels of poverty for university 
students are low when compared with other groups with less education.

Students fresh out of university find the only jobs available are low- 
paying, part-time jobs with little or no benefits. The study cites this as 
one of the main causes of poverty.

“Things don’t look bright for graduates, hut it’ll always he hard to find 
a job,” says Helen Collins, a fourth-year journalism student at Carleton. 
“It really depends on who you are, past job experience, what your degree 
is and any other experience you might have.”

Obscene to government, 
art to university

ST. JOHN’S (CUP) — Red Trench, a controversial piece of sculp
ture that is said to depict a vagina, was recently returned to public view 
after eight years in storage.

The initial installation of the Don Wright sculpture in a provincial 
legislature building in 1986 caused a fuss when several workers inter
preted the non-figurative artwork as a graphic representation of female 
sexual organs.

After considerable debate, the sculpture was removed and has not 
been available for public viewing until recently, when the provincial 
government donated the painting to Memorial University.

Lynn Peddle, St. John’s Women’s Centre co-ordinator said: “Person
ally, I think it’s great. Why should it be hidden away ? Was it hidden 
away because it’s supposed to represent female genitalia? Everywhere 
you look at classical art, you find men’s genitalia.”

Peddle said it is a good thing Red Trench is finally public. “Couldn’t 
it be positive to get some open dialogue and open debate about the 
public fear of female genitalia?”

Wright’s Red Trench, one of the few non-temporary sculptures he 
completed, is the first permanent sculpture piece to be added to the 
university’s personal collection.

Wright, who died in 1988, was a popular artist whose work has been 
included in many shows and exhibitions across Canada.
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CR0SSCANADA

Canadian University Press (CUP) is a national organization made up of 
over 40 student papers from St. John's to Victoria. CUP enables student 
papers to exchange stories and ideas through the wire service, regional 
and national conferences. As a founding member of CUP, the Dalhousie 
Gazette makes sure that our university news becomes national news.
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Darryl Yates, 
Resident Alien 
“I’m not. As far as 
I am concerned 
that’s a matter for 
Dal students and I 
don’t go there.”

Mike Arsenault,
3rd year Sociology 
“Actually, I prefer 
to stay politically 
inept.”

1

The Gazette asks: How 
are YOU going to vote 
on the CFS referendum?

:'Vr

t!
.«C

Bret Leech, 
Dalhousie Student 
Union Treasurer 
“Milton, get the 
hell off the ledge 
right now. I’m 

serious.”

Joanne Merriam, 
3rd-4th (fuzzy) 
English
“I don’t think they 
should stay, if only 
because they would
n’t let us hold a ref
erendum last year.

IIHI IIII
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Check Out KEGLERS Triathalon - That’s Right TRIATHALON 
2 Strings of Bowling, 2 Games of Pool and 2 Games of Darts 
All in our Nice Relaxed Atmosphere
Pre-registration is required for the Triathalon - contestants must be 19 years of age or older.

Phone 455-5446

SOBEYS

iillpili! p
II EATON’Sill
é

FAI RUNES 
AND KEGLERS

FAIRLANES BOWLING CENTRE
Is Happy To Announce The First Birthday of

KEGLERS BEVERAGE ROOM Æj

October is - 16
r

How To Find KEGLERS
Halifax Shopping Centre

The T-Man, 2nd
year Rocks for 
Jocks
“The who? What 
the fuck is the 
CFS?”

Hal Maclean, 3rd 
year Arts 

“That’s funny you 
would ask that. 
I’m going to vote 
NO, because 
unlike many peo
ple on this cam
pus, I’ve seen 
what’s wrong with 
CFS first hand.”

PINEOty Saint Marÿs
University

* *,

# %
GMAT/LSAT Prep CoursesSOLID PINE MODULAR FURNITURE

NOW YOU KNOW WHFT YOU 
NEED FOR FURNISHINGS 

HERE IS SOME HELP!

Planning to take the Graduate Management 
Admissions Test (GMAT) or the Law School 
Admissions Test (LSAT)? If you are, these prep 
courses are for you! WRIMKYRBoth the GMAT and the LSAT Prep courses are 
designed to help you prepare for the test as well 
as provide you with strategies for answering test 
questions. S’PiNECmr 1
GMAT
Saturdays, November 19 - December 17 
Test Date: Saturday, January 21 
Fee: $265 plus textbook

YOU ARE ENTITLED TO A SPECIAL 
DISCOUNT OF 10% OFF REG. PRICES 

UPON PRESENTATION OF THIS 
CERTIFICATE AT ANY BRANCH OF

PlNBC®
J BAYERS ROAD PARK LANE 800 WINDMILL ROAD 
1L SHOPPING CENTRE SPRING GARDEN RD DARTMOUTH NS

468-3099

LSAT
Saturdays, October 22 - November 19 
Test Date: Saturday, December 3 
Fee: $265

Thur, Oct 1 3th
at 1 1 pm

Members - Free 
Guests - $For further information, or to register, please visit 

Continuing Education, McNally Main, Room 101 
or call 420-5492.

(admission includes 'supplies")
9171 423-1270 Spetials ALL NIGHT!

2112 Gottingen St., Halifax • 423-681 4
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SECURITY BULLETIN

Dalhousie Security has been informed that at 
approximately 8:00 pin, on Friday evening, 
September 30, 1994, a woman vas assaulted on South 
Street, near Elira Ritchie Hall, while waiting for 
a Metro Transit Bus.

' * '

É: 1 Her assailant was described as a white male, about 
25 years of age. He is about five feet ten inches 
in height, with dark shaggy hair. At the time of 
the offence he was wearing a green jacket, which 
appeared to be too large for him, and he seemed to 
be growing a beard, 
available.

!

No further description
Photo: Danielle Boudreau

Old face gets lift The assailant, who was not known to the victim, 
approached her and attempted to engage her in 
conversation. Whsn she ignored him and commenced 
to walk away, he became visibly enraged and 
grabbed her arm. However, she was able to escape 
without serious physical harm.

Any peraon(s) who witnessed this incident, or may 
possess information which may be of assistance to 
investigators, is requested to contact Halifax 
Police at 421-6841, or Dalhousie Security at 494- 
8400, as soon as possible.

The repair crew are to replace The Physical Plant is the depart-
shingles around the edge of the tower ment responsible for the upkeep of 

If you look up, way up, you may and to use specially formulated caulk- Dal’s campus. The cost of the repairs
have seen some scaffolding and re- ing to seal it tight. They’ll also he 
pair men on top of the Dalhousie fixing the crumbling mortar and 
Arts & Administration building, painting the window panes.
Whatare they doing, you mightask? Also while they’re up there, they’ll as a whole, on the A & A building. 
Well the repair crew arc fixing Dal’s be applying a coat of gold paint to The roof is flat and uses copper flash-

the arms and numbers on the clock. ing which is expensive to replace. 
The clock tower on top of the A The Physical Plant had specialists’ But the resources aren’t available 

& A building has been the symbol of help to find the best paint for the job. this year to do this job.
Dal since its construction in the The original coating was gold hut 
1940s. If you look real closely at the has since worn away. There are four 
very top, you’ll notice Dal’s official faces to the clock and each one has

become tarnished over time.
The tower sits among the ivy- The clock itself is electric and 

covered buildings of upper campus must he reset after a power outage. A 
University Avenue. It not only central motor drives all four clocks 

symbolizes Dal hut often guides lost simultaneously. One problem which 
first-year students through the maze comes up twice a year is changing the 
of Dal’s buildings. clock to and from daylight savings

After years of weathering, the time, 
tower needed some necessary repairs. The project began a month ago 
So Dal’s masons set about to fix the and is expected to take another two 
old clock tower. Peter Howitt from to three weeks. Peter Howitt of the 
Dal’s Physical Plant said repairs were Physical Plant said that it’s taking 
needed not only to make the tower this long because the repairs are sec- 
look better but to prevent water from ond priority to other projects going 
leaking into the A & A building. on around campus at the same time.

by Sean Rooney

is $40,000.
Another concern to the Physical 

Plant is the deterioration of the roof
Ci.A. MacDonald 
Chief of Security

October 3, 1S9-1

clock tower.

h
ARTS SOCIETY 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
October 6th, 630 p.m. at Council Chambers

crest.

on

Elections for the following Positions:
Treasurer
Secretary

Arts RepresentativeAIDS week
Wassef continues to emphasize in 

her counselling that “you can’t judge 
The Canadian AIDS Society, in by looking at someone if they’re safe, 

cooperation with the Canadian As well, it’s important to understand 
Health Association and the Cana- that symptoms of AIDS don’t show 
dian Hemophilia Society, has cho- up sometimes until 10 or 12 years 
sen “youth” as its focus for this year’s later.”
outreach program in conjunction Although AIDS Awareness Week
with National AIDS Awareness is a concentrated effort on a national

scale to educate the public about 
Activities throughout the week AIDS, the learning process for the

have been designed to promote public and the commitment of the
healthy attitudes about youth and organizations involved does not stop 
sexuality. As well, many of the or- once the week is over, 
ganizations involved are addressing On October 7, there will be a 
the need for a positive social envi- youth and AIDS information forum 
ronment for HIV positive youth. taking place at the Art Gallery of 

Half of the people who are HIV Nova Scotia Theatre. This event is 
positive today began developing an opportunity for youth to talk about 
symptoms 10 years after they’d been their own issues and for some public 
infected. What this boils down to is dialogue to happen. It takes place 
the fact that current HIV positive form 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Contact Rick 
people became infected when they Gilbert at 424-6485 for more infor- 
werc teenagers.

Amani Wassef, Executive Direc- From October 7-9, the Cay, Les- 
tor of Planned Parenthood Metro bian and Bisexual Conference will 
Clinic, feels that “Part of the prob- he taking place at the Dalhousie SUB. 
lem has been that adults have been For information on workshops and 
sending out this message to youth, events, contact James at 429-7922.

by Robyn Reed

Appointments to the following Committees:
Finance

Promotions and Entertainment 
Constitution 
Environment

Week (October 3 to 10).

Election for the First Year Representative
will be held on October 20th.

mation. Nominations are available at the SUB Enquiry Desk from 
September 22 to October 4.

__
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Referendum? What 
referendum? CfS REF^A/Ourf ? 

T'/X (fJJrO 
PtfoMÉ'5 8Mg"

Hlff,It’s 8:10 p.m. and I’m about to beat the record for the fastest time to think 
up, type up and output an editorial.

But that should be no problem when you’ve got something on your mind. 
The thing is what I’ve got on my mind, most students should also have on their 
minds. They just don’t know it.

As you can read on page 12, you ( students) will have the opportun i ty to vote 
during the Canadian FederationofStudents (CFS) referendum in less than two 
weeks. The question is rather convoluted, but it boils down to basically this: 
whether or not you want to continue membership in die CFS.

You can look at it dais way, $4 (maybe $6 and don’t forget to include the 
consumer price index) in CFS’ pocket or $4 (maybe $6 and don’t forget to 
include the consumer price index ) in your pœkct. Or maybe you would radier 
decide by weighing all die pros and cons of being a member of this national 
student organization.

But I’m not here to debate one side or die other. There isn’t enough time 
right now and we’ve run out of space in the paper. The point is why you don’t 
know about the referendum that’s to take place in less dian two weeks.

Where are all diose annoying and environmentally wasteful posters that 
usually plaster every single free wall space on campus during every election or 
referendum? (Not that I’m saying they actually help increase awareness or 
anything.) And how come an ad appears in the Gazette only in the last issue 
before the referendum?

THÉ
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The Dalhousie Gazette welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should not 
exceed 500 words in length and should be typed and double-spaced. The 
deadline for letters is Monday 4 pm before publication. Letters may be 
e-mailed or submitted on Macintosh or IBM-compatible 3.5" disk.

/ LETTERSLet me explain: I happened to kxik in my little daybook on Tuesday, 
blissfully thinking about die camping trip I’m going to be on during my week 
off from the Gazette, when I noticed that I had scribbled down that a CFS 
referendum is supposed to be happening during die third week of October.

Then it struck me: “Hey... that’s only two weeks away.” And our the next 
issue of the Gazette willbepuhl ished after referendum is supposed to have taken 
place. Sex is a big dealSo I called the Dalhousie Student Union (DSU) office and found out that 
— BIG OOPS! — diere appears to be some confusion as to how diis whole 
diing is taking place.

Hello.
To the editor, like “sex is no big deal. It’s just an special relationship. But viewing sex 

everyday occurrence.”
One guy admitted having 30 part- not to really care about anyone else’s 

tiers — this kid was 18!! Unfortu- feelings. It makes you give up lots of
mean-

Tliis is supposed to be the referendum diat the DSU has been trying to hold 
for the past three years. This membership question was felt to be important and 
significant enough to bring to a vote by all Dalhousie students. And, for those 
of you who don’t know, this referendum was already cancelled and postponed 
from last year to ensure that everything was done “right” this year.

And now we’re down to less than two weeks and what do we have? A big 
scramble at die last minute to pull off the biggest referendum to be held on this * 
campus for some time.

Well, it’sdefinitely not going to be a “big” turnout. T aking into account die 
general level of apadiy and die fact that it’s midterm time for many students, 
plus die not-much-timc factor — oh yeah, did I mention the chief returning 
officer diat was “missing” then found? — die DSU has got quite a job ahead 
of it to pull diis one off.

So when’s the campaigning period start? Next week, 1 was told. And are 
diere any groups registered to campaign for eidier the ‘yes’ side or the ‘no’ side ? 
No, I was told.

Well, at least they managed to submit a late ad for the Gazette (widi last 
minute referendum date corrections before we went to press).

I guess we’ll just have to wait and see how diis one goes.

only as a bodily function, teaches you
In response to the JOE & JO article 

on sexual activity, 1 would like to in
troduce a different perspective on sexu- nately, many of my university experi- the things that make your life 
ality and relationships. ences have shown that these young

True freedom is among the choicest adults arc the only ones that have a virginity. Worst case scenario: It’s giv- 
of life’s blessings. Unfortunately, it is monopoly on unadulterated sexual ac- ing up the ability to be committed and 
something very often misunderstood tivity. We must think again that sex is stable in a certain relationship 
by those who enjoy it and by those who no big deal. through bad times. Makes you wonder
do not. Some believe that freedom is Forget about pregnancy for a minute, why we are experiencing so many bro-
the right to do what one wishes and Forger about the diseases you can get ken homes and failed marriages, 
one pleases — at any time and any or the hurt you might feel after finding If you’ve learned not to value the 
place. out that someone has just used you for feelings of others, it has to affect your

True freedom must accept certain sex. 1 think that the attitudes that relationship with family friends, em- 
governing principles. People who ig- some people have are bad news. One pbyers and your community. If sex is 
nore this pendulum of conduct are girl once told me that some in her “no big deal” you’ll always be looking 
threatening their individual decency, high-school that slept together aren’t for something that is a “big deal”. 
Within the framework of creation, in- even “boyfriend and girlfriend”. Casual, meaningless sex can make your
dividuals must live out their roles in Do you know what this is? It’s sex life seem empty and dull because you’ll 
accordance with the will of the al- stripped of all feeling and emotions— feel you’ve done and seen everything, 
mighty. That may sound like slavery, sex as a recreational activity, just an People whose lives seem empty aren’t
but actually it is perfect freedom. act of momentary entertainment like usually motivated to work to make the

With the experience 1 have had having your favorite meal. It’s rcduc- world a better place. And people who 
with young adults, the idea of sex and ing sex to a mere bodily function. don’t care about the feelings of others 
sexuality has always been a debate. Human life is built around relation- aren’t likely to respect their needs and 
Some students have told me things ships and sex is a means to bond a rights. They’re the ones looking out

for themselves and what might bring 
gratification next.

At a Heidelberg conference, 800 
sexologists were asked if they would 
sleep with the person of their dreams if 
the person has HIV and they depended 

The final line of the ad, for those of on a condom for protection. One hand 
you who did not see it, refers to the was raised. The speaker berated them 
Bobbitt phenomena with the warning for hypocrisy, teaching what they 
that if you do not enjoy your visit to would not do themselves. Some of the 
the restaurant to remember that “Ann same analogies can be made of some of 
has a big knife”, once again undermin- this university’s “free loving” sex ad- 
ing the issue of domestic violence.

Finally, one also must ask why the
Gazette does not edit ads and views of empower people to be in charge of

their lives. No contraceptive can pro- 
Maybe I simply missed the humour tect you from heartache and feeling 

in this ad but then again I do not refer used. If someone tells you that they 
to Andrew Dice Clay as a comedian need sex, what they really mean is that 
cither. Nonetheless, the restaurant they need to use you for their own 
has lost a lot of business due to this satisfaction.

ingful. And I’m not talking about your

even

Lilli Ju
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To the editor,

I am writing to express my concern 
over the publishing of an advertise
ment for “My Other Brother Darrell’s” 
restaurant in the September 29, 1994 
issue of the Gazette.

My understanding is that the ad is 
an excerpt from their menu and is 
somewhat less offensive, and perhaps 
even funny, when written in its en
tirety. Unfortunately, as it reads in the 
Gazette, it is offensive and not all that 
funny.

In fact it borders on stupid and is 
blatantly sexist. One has to ask what 
type of clientele the restaurant seeks 
by boldly claiming that “Brigit is a 
good table dancer... and Judy looks 
right cute in her Darrell’s T-shirt”.

vocates.
The chastity based programs I know

such as censorship.

sexist and completely ridiculous ad, 
but more importantly, the Gazette has sex. It is a big deal. In this game, the 
just as many confused and insulted ones with the most points are defi

nitely the losers.

So please think long and hard about

readers.
H. Gibson. Ronald Samson

Founded in 1869 at Dalhousie College, the Gazette is Canada’s oldest student newspaper. With a circulation of 10,000, 
the Gazette is published weekly through the Dalhousie Student Union by the Dalhousie Gazette Publishing Society, of 
which all Dalhousie University students are members. • The Gazette exercises full editorial autonomy and reserves the 
right to refuse or edit any material submitted. Editorial decisions are made by staff collectively. Individuals who 
contribute to three issues consecutively become voting staff members. • Deadline for commentary, letters to the editor, 
and announcements is 4:00 pm on Monday before publication (Thursday of each week). Commentary should not exceed 
800 words. Letters should not exceed 500 words. No unsigned material will be accepted, but anonymity may be granted 
upon request. Submissions may be left at the SUB Enquiry Desk do the Gazette. • Advertising copy deadline is noon 
on Monday before publication. • The Gazette offices are located on the third floor of the SUB, Room 312. • The views 
expressed in the Gazette are not necessarily those of the editors or the collective staff.

Student Union Building, Dalhousie University 
6136 University Ave., Halifax, N.S., B3H 4J2 
(902) 494-2507/email GAZETTE ©ac.daLca
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Our next issue will be out 
Thursday, October 20.

Deadhe fcr al o±msQone fe 
noon Monday October (7, O04-.

Fashion crimes etc Dalhousie Women's 
Cenvue

lenged. I’m talking about those indi- sandals and socks in the rain and 
I’ve got more to say again this viduals who have taken it upon them- snow? 1 don’t understand, 

week. More tirades to go on. One selves to be walking museums of the 
thing I must say, before I start my worst mistakes that humankind has buy backpacks worth hundreds of

dollars and trendy sandals that cost 
1 cannot understand, for the life even more (see above), offend all of

us blessed with eyesight with this 
wear the ugliest need to look ugly and to abandon the

It’s seems that the left-wing clothes on the face of the earth. Is history of aesthetic sensibility that 
crazies, besides being totalitarian, are 
cowardly too. Not one person had 
the personal strength of character to 
challenge me. I must say though, 
that some goof had the nerve to 
threaten me physically about what 1 
wrote. 1 laughed at him. Maybe I was 
right about everything I wrote, huh ?

This week what’s really got me there something I’m missing? It is a 
upset is the fact that there are all crime of the worst kind to not only (especially if not), you’re more than 
these people on-campus and around wear one shirt of bad plaid, but to 
the city, that for some strange rea- layer over it, another shirt of equal or send it to my email account:

tratnik@is.dal.ca, or you can drop by 
Why do people who absolutely the office and drop it off for me to 

have to wear sandals (Birkenstocks)

It’s me again. 6143 South St. (betw Seymour & LeMarchant)een
Halifax, N.S. B3H 2J7

(902) 494-2432
Why do people who can afford to

ranting, is that I’m not at all sur- ever made in the area of clothing, 
prised that I haven’t seen one article 
or letter to the editor about the stuff of me, why people of obvious means

absolutely must ^GENERAL 
# MEETING

that 1 wrote last week.

all the world holds dear?
stay out of 
my field

of vision

Really, do they think that they’re 
gonna ever get a date? And if that’s 
not important, then at least they 
should have the decency to stay out 
of my field of vision.

As always, you can send me your 
opinions and letters to the editor. 
Whether you like what I say or not

October II, 7-9p.m. 
Room 316, DAL SUD

All women invited to attend. In the case of voting, 
only Society Members will be recognized.

welcome to send me stuff. You can

son, have developed this weird idea greater ugliness, 
that there is some deep intrinsic value

look at. I have office hours from 3-4in ugliness.
Now, I’m not talking about those wear them with socks? And why do p.m. on Mondays, 

who were horn aesthetically-chal- these very same people wear these Joe Tratnik

October 12, Noon
Got a lease that's too long? The Public 
Legal Education Society presents a students 
overview to landlord & tenancy questions. 
Council Chambers, SUB.

Self defence spells sales
to react to situations. Wen-Do has what confinement does to the mindIt’s all in your mind.

Women are often told this at dif
ferent times in their lives. They are 
told this when they have been sexu
ally harassed, offended by a sexist 
joke, and/or when they are in self- 
defense courses. Being sexually har
assed or assaulted and being in a self- 
defense course should be experiences 
at complete opposite ends of the spec
trum.

been taught at Dal for four years now and body. Both workshops organiz- 
as a subsidised service of the Dalhou- ers reiterated to me that they were 
sie Student Union. It focuses on the not trying to scare anyone, 
empowerment of women in situa
tions and facilitator Anne Campbell cisms of personal alarms and self
spends a lot of time talking about defense courses is that they turn the 
getting out of uncomfortable but not focus away from where women face 
unusual situations, likes dates and real threats. For instance, 70-84% of 
social settings. Empowerment seems sexual assaults are committed by 
to be what is missing from many of someone the survivor knows, 
the new workshops springing up.

One of the most common criti-

There have been several requests for a 
support group for survivors of sexual 
assault & sexual abuse. If you are in
terested please call and ask for Lisa. All 
enquiries will be kept confidential.

However, recent self-defense 
courses being offered at Dalhousie 
and around the city are not making 
the divergence of these experiences 
apparent.

The current increase in self- 
defense courses seems to be related 
to the proliferation of Quorum In
ternational products, a company that 
produces personal and home alarms. 
Distributors have developed work
shops and info sessions that feature a 
sales pitch at the end.

Traditionally self-defense semi
nars focus on physical defense moves 
and mind preparation, in other words 
getting you mentally ready and able

When asked if date rape is cov- 
One of the workshops being of- ered, Firth asserts it is mentioned “in 

fered at Dal has been developed by passing”. He believes date rape is “a 
distributor Harley Firth and is being grey area” and is “not violent rape”, 
taught by a retired RCMP officer,
Laura Culvert. It includes sections intentions of the organizers of these 
on personal property, sexual assault, seminars, they do not take a big step 
and “after the fact” things. Sexual away from women being portrayed as 
assault contains subsections includ- victims. Both seminars seem to per- 
ing “(ii) Guns; (iii) Knives; (iv) petuate the myth that it is strangers 
Sticks”. The other workshop, which that women have to be scared of. 
has looked for financial support from Without violence by acquaintances 
Dal Security, the Dalhousie Worn- or in the home mentioned women’s 
en’s Centre and other organizations, experiences of this is not validate, 
focuses on “identifying insincerity and is therefore “all in their mind”.

Lisa Lachance

Despite what seems to be the best

October 18, 4:00 p.m.
Persons Day Celebration! Lots of 
HERSTORY at the Green Room, SUB!!!

and the potential rapist”, and then 
includes a section on abduction and
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Men, we can give back the night
Every September, women and 

children “Take Back the Night", 
walking through the downtown 
streets of various cities across Canada. 
The intent of this endeavour is to 
symbolize the right of women and 
children to be able to walk down a 
street in the evening without fearing 
for their personal safety. And every 
year, men worry, wonder, criticize 
and question why they are being ex
cluded from this event.

I’ll admit, the first time a friend of 
mine took part in the march, I asked 
her the same question. The argu
ment usually presented by us liber
ated males is, “We want to show our 
support, why prevent us from doing 
so?”

tively obvious (Listen up, fellow 
males!): Women and children par
ticipate in the Take Back the Night 
March in the absence of men be
cause every other night of the year, if 
they wish to take an evening walk, 
they must be part of a large group of 
people, or (more commonly) they 
must be in the company of one 01 

more other people where at least one 
of those people is a male. In this way, 
the March is also an annual reminder 
of what society has become, because 
there may never be a time in the 
future when women can walk alone 
at night.

Granted, these days it is also less 
safe for one or two males to walk 
downtown at night, but for women 
and children, walking at night alone

or even in pairs is out of the question, the equality of women and children. 
For this reason, just once a year, 
women and children want to be able gest something which might make 
to walk in the evening without need- ournightssaferforall people, women, 
ing a male presence to make them children and men: When you’re walk 
feel secure. By criticizing the exclu- ing behind a lone person (or if you’re 
sion of men from the March, we in a group of two or more male 
blunt the message: Walking on a walking behind a smaller number of 
street is not a privilege which is ac- women or children), geta little exer- 
corded to the person who chooses an cise by doing two things: (1) Cross 
appropriate companion, it is the right the street to the side opposite from 
of every member of society.

If we, as men, truly consider arc 
women to be our equals, we should see you. 
agree that the night of the March is 
theirs, and we should try to share week’s Gazette: “...if all [the woman] 
every other night of the year with can see is a shadow out of the corner 
them. Being excluded from the Take of [her] eye, all men look the same.” 
Back the Night March is not an This doesn’t mean that women sec 
affront to men, it is an effort to assert each and every male as a potential

rapist, but it does means there is no 
way for them to know.

Because there is no way for a 
woman or child to know whether a 
male (orgroupof males) is dangerous 
or just walking in the same direction 
as them, I don’t think it would in
convenience us males a whole lot to 
walk ahead of them or on the other 
side of the street when it’s dark, or

For the same purpose, let me sug-

latc, or they’re alone. We just might 
be able to give them a little bit more 
peace of mind.

them; and, (2) Pass them, so that you 
in front of them, where they can

Richard Lim
To quote the editorial from last

The answer, of course, is decep

Less for our $
Have you ever gone to the library 

looking for a book or journal only to 
find that Dal doesn’t have it? That 
not a single university library on 
Novanct has it? It’s happened to me 
more than once. Every year it seems 
that Dal’s libraries cut back on yet 
another journal; each year fewer new 
books are bought.

Have you ever tried to get into a 
class that you need to take in order to 
graduate, only to find that it isn’t 
being offered that year or that it is 
already full? It’s happened to more 
than one friend of mine.

Why
Each year for the last five years 

students at Dal have had to face a 
substantia] increase in their tuition 
only to find that each year they re
ceive less for their education dollar. 
The university has entered a phase of 
complement reduction, which is to 
say that in general the number of 
professors in each department has 
decreased so that fewer classes are 
offered. Then there’s rationalization. 
Universities across the Maritimes are 
trying to consolidate programs that 
they feel are redundant and thus cost 
ineffective. Dalhousie has gone so 
far as to consider axing its music 
department, its costume studies de
partment (one of only two in the

nation) and its MPA program. Each 
and every year students arc being 
asked to pay more for less.

When 1 first starred here at Dal, 
science students had their own li
brary, the Mac Donald Science Li
brary. It had a beautiful reference 
room with solid wood tables and 
chairs. There was a large fire place at 
one end and large vaulted ceilings 
overhead. It made doing research 
bearable, if not a downright joy, on 
those cold winter days. Now the old 
I ibrary has become the domain of the 
administration. Across from the old 
library stands Dalhousie’s Faculty 
Club, a place where profs can get a 
cheap lunch. It’s also a place that is 
running a debt of over $500,000 and 
it seems the university doesn’t care.

More for less. It’s quite a concept 
if you’re in business and you can pull 
it off. Each year the customer re
ceives just a little less and they have 
to dig deeper into their pockets. Un
fortunately, this has been happening 
to a university education as well. I 
honestly believe that the quality of 
education at Dal has declined since I 
first started here, while my tuition 
has more than doubled. And I resent 
that very much. You should, too.

Oscar Mire
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read the GazetteCOMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU
Check local newspapers for showtimes and listings

EXOTICA
A FILM BY ATOM EGOYAN

ALLIANCE COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION Presents an EGO fILM ARTS production EXOTICA 
BRUCE GREENWOOD • MIA KIRSHNER • DON MCKELLAR with ARSINÉE KHANJIAN and ELIAS K0TEAS 

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY PAUL SAR0SSY CSC MUSIC MYCHAEL DANNA PRODUCTION DESIGNERS LINDA DEL ROSARIO AND RICHARD PARIS 
COSTUME DESIGNER LINDA MUIR SOUND DESIGN STEVEN MUNR0 EDITOR SUSAN SHIPT0N ASSOCIATE PRODUCER DAVID WEBB 

PRODUCERS CAMELIA FRIEBERG and ATOM EGOYAN written and directed By ATOM EGOYAN 
produced with the financial participation of TELEFILM CANADA and THE ONTARIO FILM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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Modern day East Timor holocaust ignored
Culpability for political inaction their abortive attempts to crush the a similar resolution in 1980, consist- mocracy means — should consider

of citizens under a government com- indomitable spirit of this valiant and ently voted against all succeeding very seriously is how comfortable we
mitting or supporting large scale vio- fiercely independent people, 
lations of human rights is directly
proportionate to the degree of politi- British journalist Max Stahl entitled London-based, non-partisan organi- may have been possible to evade this
cal freedom those citizens possess. “In Cold Blood” (aired on CBC in zation, actively lobbied to have the issue question in the past as irresponsible

Under very repressive govern- 1992), the narrator tells of whole removed from the U.N. agenda.
ments where the cost of dissidence is villages being destroyed, of children Fully cognizant of the situation in issue from public scrutiny, but no 
extremely high, say in Guatemala or having their brains smashed out East Timor, Canada has also sold longer.
China, an unwillingness to speak against stones, of the infirm and eld- extensive military equipment to In- The continuous and untiring cf-
openly against government policy is erly burned alive in their homes, of donesia throughout its occupation, forts of such dedicated and conscien-
understandable and excusable, the pregnant women having their stom- including ammunition, military ve- tious activists as Elaine Briere in
more so as these costs often extend achs slashed open, of people chained hides, transport planes and helicop- Canada, Arnold Kohen in the U.S.,
to the dissenter’s family and associ- together in large numbers, laid out ter engines. The Department of Ex- Max Stahl in England, and many
ates. on the road and crushed beneath ternal Affairs even hosted an arms others who arc committed to the

While we greatly admire those tractors, and other abominations bazaar in the capital in 1984- How- democratic ideals we all profess, have
courageous and really heroic indi- equally horrible to relate. ever, as if these policies were insuffi- brought the facts of the East Timor
viduals who voluntarily incur such And these are only a few of the cicnt tokens of Canada’s commit- tragedy to light. By failing to act
costs (often amounting to imprison- countless crimes against humanity ment to human rights, we also made upon this knowledge we further im-
ment, torture, and death) for reasons committed by Indonesian forces in Indonesia the second largest recipi- plicate ourselves in Indonesian
of conscience, it would be absurd to their war of extermination against ent of our foreign aid.
presume to criticize on moral grounds the almost completely defenseless The justifications offered by the
those incapable of ignoring the bludg- citizens of East Timor in the past two Department of External Affairs for
eon poised above their heads.

By the same formula, however, in 
relatively free societies (where the 
cost of dissent is much lower and 
comparatively minimal — in west
ern democracies for example), every 
citizen is to some extent implicated 
in every government crime s/he fails 
to oppose.

Thus when Noam Chomsky de
scribed the genocide in East Timor 
as “the most obscene abandonment 
of world moral order since the Holo
caust,” he was referring, not merely 
to the Indonesian atrocities them
selves but also and primarily to the 
support of western nations and, by 
extension, the failure of the citizens 
of those nations to condemn this 
support.

to our country’s continuing complic
ity in them.

Of course, we may willfully choose 
not to face these unpleasant facts, to 
leave the unfortunate Timorese to 
their fate with a shrug of the shoul
ders, a few pious reflections on the 
nature of man, etc., and return to our 
favourite diversions.

We may “insulate ourselves from 
this grim reality,” in Chomsky’s 
words.

resolutions, and even, according to feel being made parties to this insane 
In a harrowing documentary by parliamentarians for East Timor, a pragmatism and its consequences. It

media have chosen to withhold the

“By so doing,” he continues, “we 
sink to a level of cowardice and moral 
depravity that has few counterparts 
in the modern world, and we also 
help to fan the flames that will lead 
to a conflagration that will, very pos
sibly engulf us as well.”

crimes since this inaction is crucial Brooks Kind

Ask Joe and Jodecades. these policies range from the irrel- 
fj evant: “...we could not support the 

extreme tone of that [U.N.) resolu- 
I tion”; to the Orwellian: “...it is the 
H line of action most likely to increase 
jj Indonesia’s willingness to allow ac

cess to East Timor by international 
humanitarian organizations.”

Fortunately, the real incentives 
M are not too difficult to discern. To

We decided to write this article on some of the computers you can 
use on-campus if you’re too broke to head down to PCPC to buy your 
own. Except once we were down there, we found an entirely new issue 
to rant and rave about. DEBIT CARDS!!!

The Academic Computer Centre is located in the basement of the 
Killam Library (also known as the large rat maze experiment done by the 
psychology department). Mac labs, PC labs, computer-student-only 
labs — it’s enough to make us blow our chips! We, having done our first 
draft, go to print it up.

The girl behind the desk (says in one breath):
“You can only print off the laser printer and that will cost you twenty 

cents a page hut you have to buy a debit card first that will only cost you 
a dollar and then go over to that little machine on the wall with the 
green writing on it and put your money in. It only takes bills and no 
change is returned; no, we do not have change. What computer were 
you on?”

We, of course, gave the only response that two reasonably intelligent 
Dal students could — “The middle one, somewhere over there?”

She scowled, we shrugged, it was computer hell.
Turns out, we were at computer 4 that was actually labelled compu

ter 2, and spent three bucks to get one lousy page printed on a laser 
printer. If you ask us, THAT SUCKS!

Once we got away from there (thankfully still alive), we decided to 
stick all of our plastic on the table. (Gas cards obtained after applying 
for free tupperware did not count.) All we could see was a mountain of 
debit cards. We could have melted it down to make chest molds of Dolly 
Parton.

This is what our two wallets contained: three from the Killam, one 
from the Tupper, two from the SUB, one from the Chemistry resource 
centre, and our new (and beloved) one from the Crazy Computer Cave.

If you put our deposit money together you could put both of our 
respective first-born children through school (at the current tuition 
fees increases!). Well... you could at least buy a lunch from Beaver.

The question is — WHY? Why can’t this school get it together 
enough so that we only have to buy one debit card ( that we probably will 
never use again) for all of our photocopying/printing needs?

Stand up, speak out! This debit card crap bites and we don’t want to 
take it anymore! Does your wallet change the course of the tides 
through it’s whacked out mass of magnetic striping? We’ve had to stay 
away from all heavy metals as they tend to come flying.

That’s it. Now you know. If you want to have something printed up 
at the Killam Computer Centre, find some poor sap who has already 
wasted their three cups of coffee worth, and get them to print for you.

Anything that you want to tell us, want to hear about, want to ask — 
we’ll find out what you want to know, Just ask Joe and Jo.

Joe’s email address is tratnik@is.dal.ca

1

quote Adam Zachary: “Indonesia is a 
key player in the Pacific Rim trade 
initiative and has been specifically 
targeted for attention in Canada’s 
national trade strategy... Canada 
enjoys more than a three to one trade 
advantage with Indonesia exchang
ing over $290 million in exports and 

We stand aghast before such hor- about $70 million in imports... Ca- 
rors and naturally, if naively, ask nadian officials are hardly eager to 

Chomsky’s remark should occa- how they can occur. In a post-Holo- jeopardize harmonious political and 
sion us in Canada some very serious caust world, a world where human trading relations by rebuking Indo- 
reflection as our government has rights are enshrined in international nesia in the United Nations.” 
been among the most complicitous conventions and treaties, signed and So, on one side of the scale we 
in these atrocities. Before looking at purportedly enforced by the most place our commitment to interna- 
the nature and extent of this com- powerful governments on earth, by tional law, to the U.N. charter, to 
plicity, a few words on the tragedy in governments capable of bringing a human rights, to democracy, to lib- 
East Timor itself are perhaps in or- country the size of Indonesia to its erty, and in fact, to the principles 
der. knees in a matter of weeks, by those and ideals which are at the heart of

Indonesia, under president same governments, moreover, which any civilization worthy of the name, 
Suharto, invaded East Timor on are most vociferous in proclaiming together with the unutterable mis- 
December 7, 1975, in direct contra- their commitment to these docu- ery caused by twenty years of Indo- 
vention of international law, and ments and to the principles on which nesian atrocities, the 250,000 or so 
immediately began massacring the they are based, how can genocide be corpses they have created, and the

continuing suffering of the people of

' :f !
■ t V

population. It is estimated that allowed to occur? 
within six weeks 100,000 people were Answer: because these same gov- East Timor, 
murdered. In the nineteen years that ernment are busy supporting and 
have followed, at least 250,000 profiting from it. So much for the small percentage of Canada’s eco- 
Timorese (more than one third of new world order. Consider Canada’s nomic interests. What seasoned prag- 
the original population) have been behaviour (which, incidentally, al- matist in Ottawa could hesitate, 
killed — “...a death rate at least most exactly parallels that of the knowing that in international poli- 
double that in Pol Pot’s killing fields," U.S.) in this regard, 
to quote Dave Todd.

Indonesian forces have employed resolution condemning the massa-

And on the other side we place a

tics a half-ounce of interest outweighs 
Canada abstained from the U.N. a metric tonne of principle and hu

man misery? What we as citizens in 
rape, torture, imprisonment, starva- cres and calling on Indonesia to with- whose name these policies are being 
tion, and murder on a vast scale in draw from East Timor, voted against implemented — for that is what de-
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Coffee shop tour continues
\ soup of the day. To drink, there are 

many flavours of coffee and herbal 
Welcome, as my coffee shop tour tea to choose from and numerous 

of Halifax continues with a visit to styles of coffee that include café-au- 
two more of Halifax’s fine cafés. Last laits, espressos and mochaccinos. 
week, I enjoyed a cup of steaming

by Jennifer Roos themselves.
On the menu you’ll find what 

Grabba Jabba staff member Christine 
says makes this coffee shop unique 
— namely, variety. At their sand- 

That’s not all — you can enjoy wich bar you can sink your teeth into 
java at The Daily Grind and The the cool taste of an iced cappuccino a fresh baguette filled with turkey, 
Great Taste coffee shops. This week or coffee, the warmth of an apple salami and roast beef to name a few. 
I’ll be taking you to taste Europe at cider or, since they claim to have the You can also munch on bagels, salads 
Amadeus Coffee and Gift Shop and best cappuccinos, you might want to and warm up with the soup of the 
to Grabba Jabba, where variety is the try one of those. day. For the sweet tooth there are
coffee’ of life. At Amadeus Coffee and Gift Shop mini-cheesecakes, squares, pastries,

Heading down Spring Garden there is a relaxed and pleasant at- cookies,oatcakes,chocolate-covered
coffee beans and more! A myriad of 
coffee flavours are served up steam
ing at Grabba Jabba and there are

D.S.A.S.
Dolhousie Student Advocacy Service

S.U.B. Room 402
Have you been...
* denied financial aid? 
‘accused of plagiarism? 
‘given an unfair grade?

Road, you can’t miss the sidewalk mosphere, created in part hy the de
patio that marks the entrance to cor, the background music, the pot-
A made us Coffee and Gift Shop, pourri of people and the friendly staff.
Upon entering this elegantly deco- It’s a great place to come alone, with also many other hot beverages such
rated café with its marbleized tables friends or on a date. Enjoy being as steamed milk, café latte and apple
and little gilt cherubs, you immedi- served at your table and break away cider to enjoy, 
ately get the feeling that you’ve es- from the everyday to experience a 
caped to a classy little coffee shop touch of Europe. And while the 
deep in the heart of Europe.CALLUS! 494-2205 For variety, drop in to Grabba 

sun Jabba. If you don’t have time to sit 
and enjoy the atmosphere, Grabba

And rightly so, 1 was informed hy vantage of their unique sidewalk pa- Jabba sells thermal 
Ken, a very sociable member of the

still warms Halifax why not take ad-

Ws offer FREE help to students 
involved in an adversarial 

situation with the University.

mugs so you can
tio! To serve you, Amadeus coffee take your coffee with you and be 

Amadeus staff that this café is and Gift Shop is open seven days a environmentally friendly. And, for 
modeled after the Mozart Café in week from 7:30 a.m. until midnight, those who like to brew the fine taste 
Vienna. Inside, you can choose to sit As you continue your jaunt down of Grabba Jabba coffee at home, they 
privately with your friends in the Spring Garden Road, you’ll come to have for sale fifty-six flavours of cof- 
comfy booths located at the back of another very popular coffee shop, fee beans from all around the world! 
the shop or station yourself in front Grabba Jabba. This café, decorated For your convenience, Grabba Jabba 
of the window to watch passers-by. in red and black, with exposed galva- 
Whatcvcr suits you best, there arc nized ducting, at once strikes you as 
plenty of seats to he found. modern and up-beat. The dim light-

is open from 6:45 a.m. until mid
night seven days a week.

Next week, let’s make
You can make a difference!

our way
In terms of fare, you can tempt ing adds to this to create an atmos- downtown for coffee atTrident Book- 

your palate with delicious cakes, phere that is jazzy and easy-going, sellers and Café and the Green Bean 
croissants, pastries and even choco- The crowd at Grabba Jabba is made Coffee House. See you there! 
late pâté. Amadeus also offers a vari- up of people of all ages — talking, 
ety of fresh sandwiches, salads and reading and seemingly enjoyingHELP!

You are invited to :
Volunteer tutors are urgently needed to assist 
with the Adult Upgrading (reading, writing and 
math) and Children’s Reading Support 
programs at the Halifax City Regional Library

Call Now!
Thomas Raddall Library
255 Lacewood Drive 
421-2728

North Branch Library
2285 Gottingen Street 
421-6987

Captain Spry Library
in the Captain William Spry 
Community Centre 
10 Kidston Road 
421-8766

For more information, pick up a copy of the 
Halifax City Regional Library Guide, or call the 
Community Services Office at 421-7673.

95*5 l-= l\/l

O Annual General Meeting
Wednesday, October 1 9.1 994 

7pm, Room 224-226 SUB0.
w>

We will elect a new Board of 
Directors for the term 1994-95.
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Questions of Nature...
... of human nature, of nature “out there”, of the nature of women...

This visually gorgeous exhibition presents a variety of large-scale photograph-and-text works, from gold-framed 
ektachromes to austere black and white prints. Susan McEachern’s installation “Questions of Nature”, now showing at 
the Dalhousie Art Gallery, challenges the viewer to reexamine assumptions about competitiveness in nature, both 
human and non-human, with particular emphasis on women’s relationships to nature and each other, and casts light on 
societal relationships through the metaphor of the garden. Susan McEachern, who teaches photography at NSCAD, 
will discuss her work in an illustrated artist’s talk on Thursday, 13 October at 8 pm. in the Art Gallery.

Free Admission. All welcome. Dalhousie Art Gallery, Arts Centre, 6101 University Ave. Tel. 494-2403
This advertisement for the Dalhousie Art Gallery has been funded by the Canada/Nova Scotia COOPERATION Agreement on Cultural Development



Art on campus A few weeks back I wrote an article entitled “Stranger in Canada”, which 
sparked off a little ‘disagreement’ between various members of the SUB 
Enquiry Desk. They were arguing over whose ‘friendly face’ 1 encountered 
first... Don’t these people have better things to do? Obviously not. So, to 
settle this matter and put those poor, over-worked souls out of their misery 
so that they can return to more trivial matters (like trying to find ways to fix 
up the ‘Events Board’ in less than one-and- a-half hours), here it is, the 
answer you’ve all been waiting for: the First Friendly Face (with Friendly 
Person attached to it, you understand) I encountered at Dal belonged to 
Rollie (closely followed-by a few minutes-by Jannecka). Worthy mentions 
also include Pat and Adam. Commiserations to Adam, who should’ve been 
in last week’s “streeter” but his picture ‘m'ucked up and he subsequently made 
an idiot of himself to all his friends (ask him about it).

If there’s anything going on at Dal which you feel other people should 
know, let me know about it, and fame and fortune will inevitably be yours 
shortly after (no guarantee). Just leave a message for me at the Gazette.

cal installation piece by Alexandra 
Pincock. Pincock is a local emerging 
artist. It shows until the 16th of Oc
tober.

James Beddington
c •

Just in case you did not know 
there is an art gallery on campus, it is 
located on the first floor of the Arts 
Building (remember you enter on 
the third). The gallery houses exibits 
as well as a permanent collection. 
There are currently three exibits in 
the gallery.

Nova Scotian Pictures : Art in Nova 
Scotia 1940-1966, curated by Sandra 
Paikowsky, is a collection of local art 
by more than forty artists during the 
time period. It is accompanied by a 
catalogue that links the activities of 
government and artistic organiza
tions to the production of art. The 
show runs until the 20th of Novem
ber. Miners’ Canaries is a philosopha-

Questions of Nature uses a variety 
of photographic techniques to ex
amine human relations to the natu
ral world. It comes in four parts and 
runs until the 20th of November, but 
unfortunately I do not know how the 
time is divided. The artist, Susan Me 
Eachern is due to talk about her 
exhibition on October 13th at 8pm.

The Gallery is open 11 to 5 Tues
day to Friday, Tuesday night 7 ‘til 10, 
and Saturday and Sunday 1 to 5 in 
the afternoon. Admission is free but 
donations arc greatly appreciated. 
There is also a film series on Wednes
days at 12:30 and 8 pm, the films are 
also free.

‘Cf===x
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Eugenia Bayada

Dal Profiles
1

DWC, not DWC
thing from women’s health to Lesbi
anism to women in non-traditional 
careers. The Centre is maintained by 
an all-woman staff of volunteers. 
What this means is that it is gener
ally only open when there is a volun
teer available (usually between 10am 
and 5pm).

Programming is also a large part 
of the Centre. Every month there is 
a variety of events the Centre organ
izes. Watch for discussion periods, 
speaker series, pot lucks, coffee 
houses, information sessions and 
much more. There is also a women’s 
only lounge used for meeting space 

is a women’s issue that brings passion or as a place to hang out and enjoy 
to your life, the Dalhousie Women’s good conversation. For more infor- 
Collective is the place to pursue it mation about the Centre, its pro
be re on campus. If you are interested gramming, or if you are interested in 
in being involved with the Women’s volunteering call the Centre at 494-
Collective in any capacity they meet 2432 or drop by. 
every two weeks. Their next meeting 
is October 12 in the SUB at 7:30pm. here is the rundown: overall, the 

The Women’s Centre on the difference between the Centre and 
other hand plays a very different role the Collective is that the Centre
on campus. The Centre opened three provides a service through resources
years ago and is located at 6143 South and programming and the Collec-
Strect (right next to Security). With tive provides an atmosphere to meet 
a library of nearly 300 books, 66 with women and discuss and address 
different journals, and 15 videos, the women’s issues. They arc not directly 
Women’s Centre provides an aspect affilliated with one another. If you 
of academia found nowhere else on have any interest in either of these 
campus, or in the city for that mat- organizations, get involved! Both are 
ter. Subject matter includes every- lookingfor new members all the time.

Heather Gibson
;

For those of you who are con
fused, if even in passing, about the 
difference between the Dalhousie 
Women’s Centre and the Dalhousie 
Women’s Collective, here’s a little 
information.

The Dalhousie Women’s Collec
tive has been around Dal for ap
proximately five years. They tackle 
the political side of feminism at Dal. 
The two big events they participate 
in, if not play a key part in organiz
ing, are Week of Reflection and In
ternational Women’s Week. If there

'H
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Scariest thing that has ever happened Favourite TV theme song: 
to you: My family almost got run off a Happy Days 
cliff in Greece.

Name: You la Kyriakakis 
Age: 18
Childhood nickname: Voo

If you are now more confused,
Funniest childhood experience: As 

Describe yourself: I’m that unique Funniest comedian/person you know: a result of our clothes-line breaking, 
combination of bubbliness and Jerry Seinfeld 
bitchiness (It’s not unique—Ed.)
What is your most unique attribute? American Pie 
Sarcasm (Ditto-Ed.)
What makes you happy?
Hanging out and partying 
What ticks you off?
Everything ticks me 
easily annoyed.

my brother and 1 tried to recreate 
Favourite oldies song or song of all time: the well effect, with me as the water.

Needless to say, the clothes-line 
could not sustain my weight and I 
went tumbling to the ground, bucket

Favourite movie of all time:
Dead Poets Society 
Favourite Sesame Street character: and all.
Oscar

off. I’m very All-time favourite TV show: 
Growing Pains by Tim Richard

PUERTO VALLARTA

St7<z7gp<">®s>

PLUS $67.00 TAX

INCLUDES AIRFARE, ALL MEALS, ALL 
DRINKS, SNORKELINC, SCUBA AND 

_____________ MUCH, MUCH MORE!!

PICTURE YOURSELF 
HERE FOR SPRING 

BREAK 95!

by David Williamson

A contemporary comedy
sponsored by

umTëL
Director Linda Moore
Set & Lighting Designer Brock Lumsden 
Costume Designer Bonnie Deakin

Limited half 
one hour be

price rush seating 
fore curtain.

Box Office 429.7070
m

W'b ’Mm

•Will*
PayWhatYouCciiiNidii

Sunday, October 9 at 8pm

‘The JLoofcipfT/arsiiy
The Dalhousie Bookstore has your Varsity look

Fall Sale
Starting October 10, 1994

All T-shirt Prices Slashed!!

Baseball Hats 2 for $29.95
(reg. $19.95 - $21.95 each)

Special Prices on 
Dalhousie Crested Sweatshirts

Dalhousie Ring Day
October 14, 1994 in the S.U.B. Lobby 
Free Gift!! 10k Gold Dalhousie Lapel Pin

the Gazette • October 6, 1994 • 11
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TRAVEL CUTS
INGOING YOUR WAY!

:S- Dalhousie University Bookstore
Lower Level, Student Union Building 

Hours: Mon • Wed 9am - 5pm 
Thurs - Fri 9am - 8pm Sat 12 noon - 5pm

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
CONTACT TRAVEL 
CUTS, MAIN FLOOR 
SUB BUILDING. 
494-2054

SEPT 30-OCT 23

'MEXICO!
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DU
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, 

Oct. 18, 19 and 20
Canadian Federation of Students (CFS)

REFERENDUM:

Understanding that there may be a 
Canadian Federation (CFS) fee 

increase from $4.00 to $6.00, with 
further annual increases to the fee 

based on Consumer Price Index (CPI),
do you support

continued membership in the CFS?

□ 1 □
IAA # Q _ ^no

Please Vote at the polling stations
across campus.

For further information,contact 
The Dalhousie Student Union Offices at

494-1106.



Al Tuck played a laid-back, mellow, bluesy set get, would-be quasi-new age band. They now have 
which seemed to last a bit too long. Al’s stuff is an some "umph" behind them — namely a good
acquired taste I guess. His tuning breaks were clas- rhythm section,
sic as always though.
jale have been touring (a lot). We're talking UK,
Ireland, Germany...they've been getting around.
With this touring comes confidence, but Jennifer 
said that they were nervous. Nervous or not, jale
played perhaps their best set ever. I've probably Blonde Red Head (see below) 
seen them 15 times, 
and Eve's acoustic 
slide on River was 
great to hear live 
— it really made 
the song. Every 
new tune was 
impressive and 
proved that jale can 
have their 
Dreamcake and eat 
it too. I don't know 
what that means.
Guitar and drum 
duo, The

Merge were good, but I can’t remember why. I 
can't remember a lot of things. I was taking photos. 
Someone else should have been taking notes. I just 
remember that they were better than the last time I 
saw them.

Spinanes, closed 
out the night with a 
few problems (the 
guitar sounded “like
shit”). There were many tuning breaks, but the Thursday (Brunswick Hall)
drummer chatted up the audience. Unfortunately he Zumpano reminded me a lot of Redd Kross. This
declined my request for a drum solo. Such is life. is a good thing. Fun band...nice suits.

Change of Heart ROCKED. Definitely the best 
punk set I've seen since the mid 80’s when SNFU 
were big. Change of Heart were so great that I am

' .

Thursday (Brunswick Hall - all ages)
Strawberry have changed since I saw them last 
year. They are no longer the shoe-gazing, low-bud- going to insist that the word “rocked" be left in all

n t i

t

y

hearing loss.Five days of music, 
& burnout I never want to see another loud band again. Ever. I 

have been living, breathing, (not) eating, (not) 
sleeping, and smelling of the Pop Explosion for six 
days now. The only reason I am able to type this (at 
4:30 a.m.) is because I just sucked back two 
instant breakfasts in lieu of actual food. I only 
wanted to take photos, but now I have to write this 
review at the last minute because one or two slack 
dirtbags. You know who you are.
What’s the point in even reviewing this thing? If 
you like local, loud and alternativish bands then 
you would have been there and you already know 
what happened. If you don’t like these types of 
bands then skip to the next article. If you don't like 
poor journalism then skip to the next article...who 
am I kidding?

d the Spinanes

:

m
Wednesday (Brunswick Hall)
Plumtree opened up the Pop Explosion and were 
greeted by no less than three video cameras and a 
few photographers. Local media covering the local 
music scene? Go figure that one out. I can't. 
Anyway, Plumtree were great. I love them because 
they are the most precious band around. They have 
fun, they write fun songs and they have charm.

l|B|3*^here is more t0 ^em tfian iusl y°uthful exut)er-
ance (remember that?). Plumtree can write excellent 
songs that stick in your head. Look for a new tape 
soon.
Rebecca West was next up and it appears that 
former Bubaiskull guitarist Allison Outhit has found 
a niche fronting this new band. Great new tunes.
The band rocked, and Allison rules for not playing 
until the seated audience to got off their collective 
asses.

P At 9 -
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Photos and review 
by Mike Graham*
*Tbrush Hermit and Sunny Day Real 

Estate photos by Peter 
Bogacxewicx
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caps. I thought that punk was dead. I was 
wrong. And I caught the bassist in the 
middle of a Pete Townsend leap. I'll be ^ 
bragging about that photo until some
one decks me.
Mary Lou Lord sounded a lot like 
Juliana Hatfield does when she plays 
acoustic. She was great, always asking 
if she was playing too long. It takes 
something special to go onstage by 
yourself with an acoustic guitar and 
make it work. She had that something. 
Stereolab played the best set of the 
festival. I'd listened to their latest cd 
and I just didn’t get it. Then I saw them 
and my mini-review to a friend was 
“Wow! Wow! Wow!” I don’t really know 
how to deconstruct that aesthetic 
response to a band. They were an 
experience.

times. Bruce’s deadpan humour about 
k smoking all his hash in grade 7, and 
^ well — I can't make it funny. You had 

to be there.
Bob Wiseman played with his band 
for about an hour. Where's the heck
ler when you really need him? His 
bassist and drummer were groovin' 
all over the place, but Wiseman’s gui
tar, keyboards and vocals were 
hideous. I thought it would never 
end. But it did and Scarce played. 
They played very well actually. The 
crowd was pretty wild, and the band 
really appreciated the response. It 
went beyond a “We love you [insert 
town here]!" thing. For a while they 
dropped out of the Pop Explosion 
because they were going to Europe 
with Dino Jr. But they decided skip a 
few dates overseas in order to play 
here. How about that? Scarce have so 
many great songs, but I don't know 
their names. They played All 
Sideways and a song that their drum- 

Imer of ONE week had never practiced 
—for an encore. Brilliant. They will be 

back and I will be there.

Friday (Brunswick Hall) The
Monoxides are a young band from 
Moncton who played a set of hardcore- 
grunge that I am too old to get into.
The kids seemed to like it, and does
anything else matter? The Kiss-inspired 
synchro-guitar posing was superb as F̂Sunday (Khyber)
Hardship Post played a short set and signed to Sub Pop the next day. At the all ages show, Sunny Day Real After four hours of sleep and two hours in a semi-conscious state I realized that I had to go to the Gazette to get the
Estate played a pretty bland, dime-a-dozen sound grungy set. At the bar show they turned things up a few notches cover photo spec'd/approved/whatever and I also had to develop ten rolls of film. I was baked. Too much music,
and it sounded a little better.

1well.

Speaking of music, Much Music covered the Pop Explosion (wow). About the Khyber gig...I could not go. I wasn’t
supposed to review it. I was- 

supposed to
■this!!! Ok??? What I heard was

k Friday (Brunswick Hall)
I Tristan Psionic .now things 
Iget hazy and I wasn’t even shoot- 
ling that night. Umm.J think that 
■they were funny in between 
Isongs. I would remember them 
| better if I had a negative reaction 
•to them as I did Blonde Red 
|Head. They thought that they 
were Sonic Youth, but were light- 

years away. The songs were dull and far too long. Thrush Hermit has nailed their 
live show. They just came off the road with Sloan and they rocked.

Tiii i•Tilt i
the audience was comatose (not 
unlike myself), Hedge was pas
sive-aggressive grunge, Mona 
was heavy but boring grunge,
Thee Suddens were good old 
school punk, and 
Suckerpunch were sorta like 
The Cramps.

i
©■

Sunday (Brunswick Hall - finale)
sgT"' \ Still hadn't caught up on any sleep, so an hour before the gig I decide to rest a few

’"^“^MTiinutes on the couch. Bad move. I am shaken awake and instantly realize that I am 
going to be late. But that's ok, because as long as I get there before State Champs finishes, I can get my shots 
and that's that. It's not like I have to review them or anything. Turns out that I get there as they are leaving the stage. 
I’ve seen them once before and they were surprisingly great for a band that just came out of the woodwork.

Saturday (Khyber)
The break up of Bubaiskull has spawned two (arguably) better bands, Rebecca West and Coyote. The latter played 
their first gig and it was good. Chris was on vocals and Tim on bass, so there was some obvious carry-over from 
their previous band. But the songs were better than what Bubaiskull had been pumping out before its demise.
I always thought that The Liz Band was traditional folk. Was I ever surprised...pleasantly. They were heavy and Liz Trike are next and they are better than ever. I loved their acoustic set at the Cinnamon Toast barbecue. They are 
was wailing on vocals. Too bad that the crowd seemed content to sit cross-legged for the entire set. Apathy rules now apparently a three-piece and Melanie has brought her five-string, star-spangled bass out of retirement (she
again.
Pest 5000 from Montreal are a sick, sick band. Well, at least the guitarist said 
that he had the flu. Oh well... They played a good set and the violin didn't get on 
my nerves! The set was good, but too short and I am still mad that I missed j 
them when they played here during the summer. OK... Six Finger Satellite I 
are a menace to society. Lock up your children. This band is completely over I 
the top. Insane. The lead singer would point at someone in the crowd and 
scream "You! Yeah, YOU! RAAAAH RAH RAHHHÜ" I did not feel safe watching 
this guy teeter on the five-foot stage. I did not feel safe when he jumped off it I 
and climbed over the crowd, kissing guys and, I am told, mounting another 
(clothed of course, position unknown). They had the energy and presence of | 
ten bands.

used to play in Cool Blue Halo and Chaz Rules). One thing which has remained 
^constant is her great voice. She is probably the most underrated female 

singer in Halifax indie rock.
■The Superfriendz are next and I am feeling sick. Nevertheless. Matt 
Hand friendz put on a great show. I still feel sick. I am about to see my 
■27th band in five days. This is too much, but only two more bands to go. 
■Hip Club Groove & Stinkin’ Rich provide a welcome change from 
■geetar rawk. HCG are just in from a 20-hour drive from St. Catherine's, 
■but they go off and do their thang unfazed. Stinkin' Rich raps like the 

^^Jmanic maniac he is. HCG are super-tight with their rap and Shakil's 
■freestyle is hilarious and very fluid. A serious pit starts to happen. I can’t 
■wait to leave. The bands are great, but I am burnt, sick, tired and hungry. 
■Eric’s Trip come on and there is the obligatory mosh. The front is 
■crammed and I decide to get my photos from somewhere more sane. 
■Then I check out with a like-minded person who is sick of live music. 
■Live, loud music. Live, overbearingly loud to the point of distortion 
■music. Five days of it. and I had to shoot it/develop it/print photos and 
■#&%@ing write this review.

^Hoverall, the Pop Explosion was a masochistic pleasure, and I'm glad that 
lit is only an annual event. It will take me a year to recover. 
iHmm... I don’t want to end on that note. The Pop Explosion is a great 
■thing and Peter and Angie of Decent Management (among countless oth- 

■aers I'm sure) are the greatest for getting some incredible bands to come 
■all the way to Halifax. It was a well-run event and even though I burned 

HjHout near the end I did enjoy it. It’s just this #&%@ing responsibility of 
■getting all the photos done and writing this review which I shouldn’t have 

Hhad to do which is getting to me.
^®BBut now I am done and I can finally sleep. Goodnight.

w
e

Saturday (Brunswick Hall - all ages)
I'd heard all the hype about Treble Charger/NC-17 and I was interested in 
seeing them. They sucked. Happy grungy-poppy crap. Enough already. 
Thrush Hermit played again. I was very tired. Scarce played a short set to 
an enthusiastic crowd of kids. More later. i

Saturday (Brunswick Hall)
After the all-ages show I went to a friend’s house for some food. I didn’t actu
ally eat any food. Instead, I collapsed on the floor and was roused about an 
hour later. To make a long story short — I missed Local Rabbits. A lot of 
people missed this band but I am told that they were great. Oh well.

Was it just me or did Hardship Post play their most affecting set ever? 
Maybe I was just suffering from extreme sleep deprivation, but I thought that 
their set was incredible, especially the slower, more melodic songs. This is a 
truly great band.
One heckler in a crowd. I thought that Bruce McCulloch was hilarious with 
Bob Wiseman's band, but one goof had to voice his disapproval numerous

*

'-"T

However, after all of the footage taken this past week, I figure I’ve 
had more than my share of Much Music cameos.
The Pop Explosion allowed us to show everyone that the scene 
down here isn’t just hype. OK, so maybe we exaggerated just a lit
tle bit. I suppose every day in Halifax isn’t like the pop explosion. 
In actuality, it felt more like trying to speed up the pace incredibly 
and cram about 6 months of gigs into five days. But it still 
reminded everyone what we can pull off. Even though, by the 
end of my stint of gigs, I was quite ready to go home and read a 
nice, quiet book. My ears are still recovering.
In retrospect, I have to use a favourite CKDU expression and say 
that ‘it was wicked.’ It was great to see all of the folks who trav
elled here from far off places to check out the Halifax ‘scene’.

I■ ■ ■ 11by Jen Horsey

The 1994 Halifax Schmooze-fest is finally over. All of the major 
label industry types and indie gurus have packed up their 7” 
records and headed home.
I only attended three days of the Halifax Pop Explosion. It was 
exhausting, and all I was doing there was having a good time (oh, 
and maybe taking a few notes). I can’t imagine what it must have 
taken out of the people who were there on business. Those who 
were, however, took every opportunity they had to meet every
one.
The “Come From Away’s” appeared to be revelling in the close 
knit and approachable feeling that our local scene provides, and 
those from the Maritimes spent their five days trying to show all 
the outsiders what we really have to offer here — which is really 
quite a lot. By the end of the Explosion, the schmoozing started to 
get to people though, and all of the friendly grins started to turn 
into a rather forced barring of teeth. But if you wanted to 
schmooze, every opportunity was given to do so.

And everyone who’s ever picked up a guitar turned out in full 
force to talk to the various ‘reps’ and musicians who showed up.
MCA, BMC, Sub-Pop, and of course, our local Murder and 
Cinnamon Toast ‘reps’ were only some of the people who could 
be found wandering around being accosted by musician would- 
be’s every two seconds. Although, I suppose “Thee Gold Lamay 
Industry Passes” (yes,that’s actually what they said on them, and There are now a whole new bunch of people who can say that
yes, they were gold.) made them pretty easy targets. they’ve been here and that it was as incredible as everyone has
The media turned out in droves too. The Much Music camera was been saying. We lived for five days up to all of that hype.

To choose between the 1994 Halifax Pop Explosion, and ourabsolutely everywhere. I’ve lived in Toronto and I pride myself
the fact that I’ve always managed to walk past the Much Music much anticipated summer visit by the Queen, I’d have to say that 

building on Queen Street without being accosted by a Vee-jay.
on

we put on a much better face for the Pop Explosion.

I
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real gem found in Fortitude Bay
era work were all superb. Moviegoers Whether viewers agreed with the Producer Chris Zimmer was in was not the case. We were losing 

court decision or not, Trial at Forti- attendance and said they just fin- snow every day, and had to ship it in 
was a film fest gem that ished the film a week ago. Joining on the last few days.” Sarin added 

an unexpectedly profound Zimmer for the dehut was director that the adventure was well worth
Vic Sarin, who shared comments the time and effort spent.

“I had a wonderful experience 
“We all thought that shooting meeting the hunt people.”

By Sean Sweet
new to Arctic surroundings were 
treated to a 93 minute medley of tude Bay 
small engine flights, a narwhal hunt, inspired
tundra travel (complete with ski- consciousness. The soundtrack, by 
doos and “qamotiqs” — or sleds), a Inuit singer/songwriter Susan about his experience in the north, 
glimpse at justice issues and a listen Aglukkark of Arviat, Northwest Ter- 
in on genuine dialogue — some of ritories, added both culture and emo- [the film] by the Arctic Circle, there

tion to the flick.

The world premier of Trial at 
Fortitude Bay was screened at the 
Park Lane Theatres as part of The 
Atlantic Film Festival last Friday 
night.

The story, filmed in Winnipeg 
and Iqaluit (Northwest Territories), 
goes inside the courtroom of the fic
titious Inuit community of Fortitude 
Bay and examines the application of 
Canadian law to a traditional cul

which was in Inuktitut. would be plenty of snow - hut this

LASER PRINTERLasher doesn’t satisfy for sale
ture.

The conflict (there has to be one 
in a courtroom drama) centers around 
the sentence to be handed to 17 year 
old “Pauloosic” (played hy Paul 
Gordon), who pleads guilty to hav
ing nonconsenual sex with a minor. 
While the Crown cries for seven 
years in a federal penitentiary; the 
defence (after several moving epi
sodes with the people) favours a tra
ditional, Inuit form of rehabilitation: 
hunting. Those who offend others in 
the community are made to tell the 
truth and be forgiven. Through ex
tended hunting trips, guilty Inuit seek 
harmony with themselves.

Elders preach that imprisonment, 
White Law, is too easy. Instead of 
the community giving their prob
lems to strangers, they should deal 
with them internally.

Trial at Fortitude Bay was very 
realistic. The town site was not made- 
over into a picturesque sportsman’s 
paradise; nor was it an arts and crafts 
mecca. The acting, issues and cam

This .is in stark contrast to the ac- close to Tale of the Body Thief in its 
tions of the main characters in Lasher, action content. It seems to tread the

by Jason Blakey LaserWriter Personal NT
How do I begin to review Anne 

Rice’s recent foray into her most 
well-known invention — the super
natural world?

I suppose one way would be to 
describe how I felt upon finishing 
the book... the hefty book... the 
somewhat drawn-out book.

“Unsatisfied” is one word which 
jumps to mind. The book does have 
an ending, but how that ending 
comes about is what leaves the bad 
taste in one’s mouth.

Readers of the “Thomas Cov
enant” saga, hy Donaldson, will be 
able to see what Pm talking about. 
In the first book of that series, the 
“hero” commits an act of rape that 
made me put down the book when I 
first began reading it. However, 
when I took up the series again, 
Covenant went on to redeem him
self, if not in his eyes, then in mine.

who finish the series by committing middle 1 ine and does not always main- 
unnecessary killings. How can they tain its balance, 
redeem themselves of that crime?

with
Hi ere are, however, a few bright 

The series is completed, and they spots in this “deep grey” of a book — 
have nowhere left to go.

Leaving the ending of the book early New Orleans... theTalamasca’s 
out of it, the rest of the story is continuing development... Lasher’s 
alright. It certainly runs at a faster description of his prior life as a 
pace than The Witching Hour, the Franciscan Monk (though this re

counting is nowhere near as descrip
tive or fascinating as Eco’s in The 
Name of the Rose).

At a price of $19.50 for the 
soft-cover version, I’d have to say 
that there are much better books out

Xante AcellaWriter 600 dpi
“Oncle Julien’s” recounting of life in

• high-speed RISC 
processor

• Macintosh and PC 
compatible

• 12 Mb RAM

there are
much better 

books
first book of the “Mayfair” story. This there for that amount of money. On 
volume does start out slow, however, a scale of 1 to 10 — 1 being “Waste 
so don’t expect to be “unable to put of cash”; 10 being “Get a bike, col
it down”, at least not until you reach lect aluminum can, recycle and pur- 
page 150, if at all.

This book does not compare to 
Interview with a Vampire in it’s de
scriptive attempts, nor does it come

$ 1,000
chase” — I’d rate this a 4-

call 494-2507, or 
drop by the Gazette

It’s not that bad, and it’s not that 
good. Better to borrow a copy than 
to spring for this one.
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â Tuesdau 8 pm

FREE Line Dancing Lessons
Wednesday 9 Dfn No cover charge
Beautiful "Calendar Girls of Summer"
Thursdau 4:30 —10:00 pm 
our famous "finger lickin" "fool stompin''
10 cent chicken ruings
Daily Food and Beverage Specials

2
mm
3

2Male/Female models required for perms, cuts, 
highlights and long hair styles to be done by 
expert stylists at a hairshow October 23/24.

RECEIVE $100 VALUE IN FREE SERVICES and 
PRODUCTS!

Attend a model selection meeting on Saturday, 
October 22 at 5:30 pm at the SNIPPERS SALON, 

5853 Spring Garden Road (at Summer St.).
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purchase of beverage is required...«
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CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!

Earn up to $2,000+ per month 
working for Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour Companies. World 
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and 
Full-Time employment available. 
No experience necessary. For
more information call:
(206) 634-0468 

ext. C40011

NATIONWIDE ACCESS

DATING
SERVICE!

(NOT A SEX LINE)

WOMEN
ÔHKJTÏ

1-800-980-3980
MEN CALL:

1-900-451-4005

lii

NO MINIMUM - S1.50/MINUTE

ADULTS ONLY 08*) VSN assumes no liability 
when meeting thru this service. T Tone Service.

© VSN 900 SERVICES
li
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1560 Hollis St. 
422-4033

Thurs. Oct. 6, $4 
Knockle Bone opens for

The Purple Helmets
Fri. Oct. 7, $5 

Dr. Skokworthy opens for

Afromusica
Sat. Oct. 8, $5 

Why Mary opens for

Band of Rain
Mon. Oct. 10, $1

Open Mic with 
Eric Shockett

| Tues.Oct.il, $3 
Cleveland Steamer opens for

Mur Mur
I"

Some of this country’s 
most creative minds are in Canada’s 

insurance industry. I 1s

educated, experienced and ethical group of 
professionals equipped to pursue successful 
careers at the local, provincial, national or even 
international level.

Choice, challenge, satisfaction and security. 
They are just some of the rewards you’ll enjoy 
through a creative career in the property/casualty 
insurance industry.

For more information, look for your local 
Insurance Institute in the white pages or, contact 
Les Dandridge, B.A., A.I.I.C., at The Insurance 
Institute of Canada, 18 King Street East,
6th Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5C 1C4 
(416) 362-8586 FAX (416) 362-1126.

They’re the kinds of minds that know creativity 
goes far beyond art, literature or making movies.
If you’re like that, why not consider a career with 
Canada’s property/casualty, or general insurance 
industry? The industry offers a wide variety of 
career choices for creative minds. Accountants 
yes, but also systems analysts, lawyers, managers, 
loss prevention engineers, investment specialists, 
investigators, marine underwriters, aviation 
adjusters and many more. The choice is yours.

General insurance is also an industry that 
encourages you to acquire its own levels of 
professionalism. As a Fellow or Associate of The 
Insurance Institute of Canada, you would join an

sWed. Oct. 12, S3 
No Offense opens for

Dead Reckoning
Thurs. Ocf. 13, S3

::

! !
1m§| Eeyore's Tale with Social Disorder|§ 

and Special Guest
I SiFri. Oct 14, $4

£
'iTiiomi

Canada’s Insurance Professionals 1SH
The Graduates of The Insurance Institute of Canada.
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THE BIGGEST PAN PIZZA IN THE WORLD!
Greco introduces THE BRUTE...THE BIGGEST PAN PIZZA IN THE 
WORLD! A WHOPPING 16 slices of delicious Greco Pan Pizza, 
HEAPED with a MOUNTAIN of delicious toppings. You've 
seen a Pan Pizza this BIG! The Brute...MASSIVE SIZE!...MASSIVE 

VALUE! Now only $13.88 for The Grecoworks Brute!
Come in and haul one away today!

never
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*
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•Not valid with other 
coupons or specials 
Delivery orders are $ 1 5.88 

•Trademark of Conner's 
Food Systems Lid., used 
und* license.

METRO'S #1 PAN PIZZA

453-3333
5970 SPRING GARDEN RD

Portfolio parade
until the 8th.by James Beddington

Illustration and photography 
The show is the collection of port- played heavily in the exhibits. How- 

folios of the students who were ad- ever, the media used ranged from 
mitted to NSCAD’s Bachelor of stone sculpture, to knighting, to 
Design program. The portfolios con- video. There is also good selection of 
sist of a wide variety of pieces, cover- drawings, as well as a variety of 
ing both form and medium. screened T-shirts. Multi-media works

were also included in the show.
Entrance Portfolio Exhibit 
Anna Leonowens Gallery 2 
Nova Scotia Collage of Art and 
Design______________________

Speaking to Cory Harrison, an 
artist at the show, I discovered that 
the works displayed were often rep
resentative, not chosen specifically 

Some of the participants in the to he the best work available by an 
show are already working in the field artist but rather to show the versatil- 
of design at a professional level. For ity of the artists, 
one or two of the entrants this was The atmosphere was friendly once 
their third or subsequent attempt to you broke through a certain level of 
be admitted to the program. There guardedness. Opening night was very 
were sixteen participants in the show, much a closed event in spirit, people 

The show is in the second room of talking only to those that they knew, 
the Anna Leonowens Gallery, lo- This is probably due to this being the 
catcd at 1891 Granville St. in the first time many of these people have 
mews. It opened on Oct. 3 and runs exhibited publicly.

Bluenose
Laundromat

& Dry cleaning
2198 Windsor St., Halifax

Drop-Off & Self-Serve
Quinpool Rd.

Windsor St.
Bluenose 

Laun drama
Duncan St.

Chebucto Rd.

Robie St.

Open 7 Days a Week!!
7:00am - 9:00pm

422-7098

Trois Couleurs is, as the title 
suggests to all you francophones, 
part of a trilogy, specifically the 
second part. Each film is named for 
a colour of the French flag and 
claims to explore a part of the 
French national motto “liberty, 
equality, fraternity.” The film has 
more to do with faith than any of 
these, so 1 don’t know why the 
director even mentioned that 
darned motto. It’s distracting.

As Karol rises out of the ashes of 
infatuation he becomes a stronger, 
more confident man, the master of 
his fate, and most important of all, 
potent. Trois Couleurs slows down 
a couple of times, but it’s worth the 
price of admission. As I’m so fond 
of saying, not a bad flick, but don’t 
expect fireworks.B/B+

Trois Couleurs: Blanc plays at 
Wormwood’s Dog & Monkey Cin
ema on Gottingen St., Oct. 7 - 13.
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Zbigniew Zamachowski redefines ‘economy travel’ in Trois Couleurs: Blanc.

by Mark Farmer

Trois Couleurs: Blanc (Polish 
with English subtitles) is a story of 
fidelity and faith in the face of de
spair. In essence it’s the story of one 
man’s struggle to win back his wife, 
but along the way he finds his dig
nity. And hey, who could ask for 
anything more?

TROIS COLEURS-.BLANC
Zbigniew Zamachowski 
Wormwood's

We watch Karol Karol (Zbig
niew Zamachowski) descend into 
despair after his wife Dominique 
(Julie Delpy) divorces him. Now 
personally I think anyone who di
vorces anything as gorgeous as Julie 
Delpy should be shot on general 
principle, but that’s just lookist, 
sexist little me. Sorry.

Karol is impotent, so the di
vorce really isn’t his fault, but that 
doesn’t save him. He loses his Visa 
card, home, hair salon (Karol’s an 
award-winning hairdresser), and 
ends up soused in the Paris subway, 
busking for spare change. The fun
niest part, or the most depressing 
one depending on your point of 
view, is when he phones Dominique 
to beg for mercy, and ends up lis
tening to her achieve orgasm with 
another man.

It’s both funny and gratifying 
watching Karol claw his way up 
from the pit of despair to wealth 
and respect as a Warsaw business 
tycoon, even though he’s unable to 
erase the memory of Dominique 
from his mind. Zamachowski holds 
his own as Karol, while Delpy plays 
a relatively minor role, at least un
til Karol stages his own death to 
lure Dominique to Warsaw for the 
funeral. Is it obsession? Love? A 
desire to hurt? Here’s a hint: we 
never find out for sure. The direc
tor of this film seems to respect our 
intelligence enough to let us draw 
our own conclusions, a rare gesture 
you won’t find in just any old Hol
lywood shlock.

y
F

BACK PAGES
Paperback and 

Hardcover Books 
Bought, Sold 
and Traded?

Now located at 
1526 Queen St., 

at Spring Garden Rd. 
Halifax

Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30
423-4750
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The second of three colours

This is a 4 by 4 inch space.This is a space where you could have written 
something about any type of art Spaces like this happen all the time in 
the arts section.We don’t like to waste spaces like this by talking about 
the aforementioned space which you are now looking at But if we didn’t 
fill this space with a description of said, then we would have been left 
with white space which is arguably worse than some looney going on 

and on and on and on about the very space that needs filling.

I like writing aimlessly about space, but a description of a non-arbitrary 
two dimensional shape does not seem to grab the reader's attention 

the way a good arts story does. I cannot understand this, but there are 
many things that I do not underst

I have just been informed that I should put more emphasis on the need 
for arts writers rather than on the space which I am filling. “Drop by 
the Gazette office anytime”, they tell me to type. “See your name in 

print” “Build a portfolio” “Meet nice people" “Tell them that we aren't 
all like the looney writing about space” ...etc.

I resent that last remark, but alas, I have no more space to explain to 
them the deep significance of space.
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EPSON Sfy/us Ink Jets
dfllm»u^r^Ae$e CeflWC

w/t*

The High Definition EPSON Stylus ink jet printers are engineered with exclusive 
technology, proudly producing the finest output ever seen from personal ink jet printers.

Since no other personal ink jets have EPSON'S exclusive technology, no other personal ink jets 
produce Hioh Definition images as clear and crisp.

But we don't expect you to take our word for it. Drop by your Campus Computer Purchase Centre and 
see for yourself. Look closely at the print sample on display. Not only will you be impressed with the 

sharp output from the Stylus ink jet printer, but taking notice could make you a winner!

/W 4

Stylus 400
’’’ A

Stylus 800 Stylus 1000 Stylus Colour

Complete! Drop into the Ballot Box at any Participating Campus Computer Purchase CentiTI

Win one of these great prizes! I
GRAND 
PRIZE I

Ifff: « !IStop- EPSON
ActionNote

; I
V 500C1 I Brought To You By^^Ê

EE PERSONAL COMPUTE 
SB PURCHASE CENTER

All Season 
Denim Club Jacket 

MSRP $150.00

MSRP S2406.00u
IHOW TO WIN:

1. To enter, complete the Official Entry form and 
deposit it in the Official Ballot Box located in your 
participating campus computer purchase centre.

IName:

IAddress:I 2. Maximum one entry per week. Entries are valid only for one weekly draw. Mechanical facsim- 
* iles or reproductions are not acceptable. For additional ballots, drop by your participating campus 
I computer purchase centre or fax your name and complete address to (416) 498-4574.

3. To be eligible for a weekly draw, all entries must be deposited in the ballot box no later than 
I 5:00 p.m. on the business day preceding each draw date. To be eligible for the GRAND PRIZE
■ Draw, all entries must be deposited in an official ballot box by 3:00 p.m. on the final day of the
■ contest: October 28,1994.

4. The contest begins August 29.1994 and ends October 28,1994
I 5. Each Friday starting September 9,1994 to October 28, 1994 inclusive, at 12:00 noon, a draw for a 
1 weekly prize of a denim jacket (MSRP $150.00) will take place within each participating campus 
I computer purchase centre, from all eligible entries received.
■ 6. All qualifying weekly entries will automatically be entered in the national GRAND PRIZE draw 
^^for an EPSON ActionNote 500C colour notebook, to be held on Friday. November 18,1994

(Located at Dalhousie University)

and
iProv.City:

ITel.Postal Code

IUniversity
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:
"EPSON'S exclusive Stylus Ink Jet Technology produces 
what type of Resolution?"

I

I
Answer can Be found on a laminated print sample on display at any participating 
Campus Computer Purchase Centre

J
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Clearcut logging: the stump stops here
America, on a tour to raise aware- with people at the Farmer’s Mar- 
ness of the loss of Canada’s ancient ket, TUNS, SMU, and Dalhousie, 
rainforests.

Five members of the Western 
Canada Wilderness Committee Wednesday night. Their goal is to 
travel with the stump. During their make people aware of what we are 
stay here in Flalifax, they talked losing when we clearcut old-growth

rainforests, and to encourage peo-
____  pie to put
"1r pressure

on Jean Chretien to protect 
Clayoquot Sound.

According to stump tour coor
dinator Cheri Burda, “Chretien 
promised before the last election operations, 
that Clayoquot Sound, the largest 
intact area of temperate rainforest the logging agreements with big 
in the world, would be made a na- companies to be terminated, and
tional park. He has now gone back replaced with a locally managed
on that promise, claiming that he system involving small forestry 
cannot act without more pressure companies. They claim that there 
from Canadians on this issue. Well, are hundreds of small, ecologically 
we are going to raise awareness and minded companies who would be 
pressure.”

The stump campaigners empha
size that protecting Clayoquot they claim that the few remaining 
Sound, and ending clearcut log- rainforests could be protected, 

ging, do not have to cost clearcutting eliminated, and the 
jobs if done properly. “If number of forest jobs increased, 
more people knew that our
tax dollars are subsidizing Stump Tour left Halifax, passing 
the destruction of this irre- through Wolfville and Yarmouth,
placeable forest, they’d be to take the ferry to Maine. They 
angry,” said stump cam- will tour across the United States, 
paigner Misty MacDuffee, reaching Seattle, and going home 

“Jobs are lost because to Vancouver Island, sometime in 
of mechanization, November, 
over-cutting, and
the export of raw letter to Jean Chretien. If you wish 
logs without any to write to the Prime Minister, you 

value-added. Pro- can write your own letter or use 
tecting the few one of ours. They are available at 

patches of old- the NSPIRG office, Room 310 of
growth left has nothing to do with the SUB, during office hours, 

it.” A poster gives an example of a ( Phone 
forester who has been selectively nspirg@ac.dal.ca). This article writ
logging his private land for forty ten with the support of Eco-Ac- 
years, without clearcutting. This tion. Contact NSPIRG if you want 
mode of forestry has not destroyed to volunteer with us.

the forest, and has provided stable 
employment for a lifetime, unlike 
the uncertainty and lay-offs facing 
workers in big corporate clearcut

by Wayne Groszko

A 400 year old tree stump was in 
Halifax last week, from Saturday, 
October 1 to Wednesday, October 
5. The 4000 kg stump was a red 
cedar tree growing in Clayoquot 
Sound, British Columbia, before it 
was cut down by MacMillan Bloedel 
during clearcut logging. The 
Western Canada Wilder
ness Committee pulled 
the stump out, and 
“Stumpie” has now 
been to Europe 
and across 
North

visited several schools, and gave a 
slide show and presentation on

The stump campaigners call for

quite happy to replace the likes of 
MacMillan Bloedel. In this way,

jt
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® EPSON and Stylus are registered trademarks of Seiko Epson Corp.
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Pointless Ponderables
A missionary is walking through the whether the man is a cannibal or 

jungle. He reaches a fork in the path; he 
knows that one fork leads to the mission
ary camp and the other leads to the 
cannibal camp.

Now there is a man standing at the that will enable him to take the correct 
fork, yet the missionary doesn’t know path?

a mis
sionary. He knows that cannibals always 
lie, and that missionaries always tell the 
truth.

What one question can he ask the man
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Friday. October 14, 1994
Show starts at 10:00 pm. Tickets $10 (taxes included). 

Available at all Sam the Record Man locations or at the door.

Risky lumber
port repeats the phrase, “wear 
gloves”, to make a point, yet our 
children play on this lumber on a 
daily basis. People work with this 
lumber in their yards 
drilling and inhaling the sawdust 
which contains CCA.

The report tells us, as well, to 
wash thoroughly after contact with 
pressure-treated wood and in par
ticular, before eating or drinking.

How many adults, let alone chil
dren, do this regularly after touch
ing pressurized wood? Health and 
Welfare Canada also notes that the 
effects can range from “slight ill
nesses to deaths” as the preservative 
can he absorbed through inhala
tion, the skin and ingestion.

At this point, it is not known 
what the long-term effects of expo
sure are or how much exposure is 
too much. We do know that arsenic 
is a cancer-causing substance and 
that there is “some chance of ad
verse health effects at any level of 
exposure” (Health and Welfare 
Canada, 1993).

Other alternatives to pressure- 
treated lumber can include cedar or 
tamarack (larch wood). My work at 
the Ecology Action Centre has edu
cated me to pay attention to notices 
like this that Health and Welfare 
Canada or other organizations re
lease. Education is the key, action is 
the next step.

by Nancy Deschênes

Have you ever played on a green- 
tint coloured playground structure 
as a child?

Nearly all of us have, at some 
point, come in contact with pres
sure-treated lumber, but most peo
ple are unaware of the risks involved 
in being exposed to it. This is be
cause most people do not know the 
process by which wood is pressure 
treated.

In an article from the Journal of 
Pesticide Reform, Caroline Cox ex
plains the procedure: “...the wood is 
submerged in a cylindrical tank con
taining the preservative that is then 
subjected to high pressure to force 
the chromated copper arsenate 
(CCA) into the cells of the wood.” 
This preservative contains arsenic, 
chromium, and copper and it pre
vents the wood from decaying.

Unfortunately, it also renders the 
wood toxic. Health and Welfare 
Canada released a report in Octo
ber, 1991, outlining the effects of 
exposure to pressure-treated wood. 
The report explicitly informs us that 
protective clothing should he worn 
when handling this wood to avoid 
exposure.

“Wear gloves to avoid direct skin 
contact when handling or working 
with pressure-treated wood. Wear 
gloves,” reads the report. The re-

- sawing,
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HAIRSTYLING

WOMEN $18.00 
MEN $12.00

SHAMPOO, CUT AND STYLE
G.S.T. INCLUDED

All of our staff are master hairstylists.

Fenwick Medical Centre 
5595 Fenwick Street

492-4715
Special thanks to sponsors:

Travel Cuts (FOR GRAND PRIZE OF TRIP FOR 2) 
Farmers Dairy Limited 

Kodak Canada 
Hostess Frito-Lay 

Pepsi
Beaver Foods

Wayne Cross & Office Services 
Metro Transit 

All Saints Cathedral 
Twin Cities Oxygen 
President's Office 

Dalhousie Student Union
Grabba Jabba 
Club Monaco 
City Streets 
Pewter House 
Park Lane Cinemas 
Cousin Smoothy's 
Pseudio Park Lane 
Soapberry Shoppe 
Sicilian Pizza

A&W Park Lane 
Sam The Record Man 
Oodles 
Harvey's 
Beadworks 
Entitlement Bookstore 
Café Rotterdam 
Smith Books 
Treats
Lawton's Drugs 
Diocesan Book

Island Beach Company 
Grafton Street Dinner theatre 
Dalhousie Theatre Department Productions

CAMPUS CHALLENGE WINNER: On-campus students raised a whopping $10,633.26!! Off-campus 
students raised $10,021.96. Congratulations to on-campus students! It was much closer race than 
expected!

Room

!
combined raised}!
OTHER TOP SHINERS (raised over $200): Cherie Mahonie and Jeff Surrette; Dan Clements, Tammy 
Jollimore Katrina Hurley, Dan Lee, Kate Arsenault, Chris Whynacht, Heather MacDonald, Megan McCarthy, 
Sally Bird, Troy Brown, Chandra Lebowitz, Steven Higashi

There are lots of prizes for top shiners. You will be contacted by phone soon!!

ills:

science & environment
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Thank you to everyone involved with 
Dalhousie Shinerama 1994!

We have almost reached our goal of $25,000.
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LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS
•BEVERAGE PURCHASE REQUIRED, EAT IN ONLY

ffiD
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MONDAY NIGHT
Mussels, Nachos, potato skins 
4:30 - 9:00 PM

.990
TUESDAY NIGHT
Back By Popular Demand 
THE FAMOUS 8"
GRADUATE PIZZA $1.99
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
WINGNUT WEDNESDAY
SPICY HOT OR 
TAME MILD SAUCES 
4:30 - 10:00 PM .100

per wing

WINGNUTWEDNESDAY
\ tW' V

THURSDAY NIGHT
“ATASTE OF GREECE”
YOUR CHOICE OF • Patacio 
Mousaka • Souvlaki • Roast Lamb 
INCLUDES GREEK SALAD 
11:00 AM - 10 PM $5.75

Restaurant & Lounge • 1565 Argyle Street, Halifax, N.S. 423-4703
CORNER OF BLOWERS AND ARGYLE STREET

STUDENTS WITH I.D. get in for FREE before 10 p.m.
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FROM SNIPPER’S HAIRSTYLING
Now you can get a great haircut and 
win up to $800 of your tuition at the 

same time! Just visit Snipper’s 
Hairstyling on Spring Garden Road. 
Family and friends can win for you so 

tell them all about
Snippers Scholarship Contest today. 

To be drawn October 31st, 1994.
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ill at yesterday's prices In

5853 Spring Garden Road • Corner of Spring Garden & Summer Actually, we’re just taking 
a Thanksgiving vacation 
so the Gazette won’t be 
publishing for the week of 
October 13 - 19. We’ll be 
back Thursday, October 
20. Bon appétit.

420-0600
Mon-Fri 8am - 6pm Sat 8am - 5pm.

TEAR OFF ENTRY FORM
Name:
Address:

GcflbâePhone #

%ENTER AT SNIPPER’S HAIRSTYLING S'xctrel^

5853 Spring Garden Road • Corner of Spring Garden & Summer
420-0600

Mon-Fri 8am - 6pm Sat 8am - 5pm.

cel lent £2otrvpwte.p Deo Is • ta

Pentium 60, 420 Hardrive $76.87/Month or $2589p 
486 DX2 66, 340 Hardrive $56.09/Month or $1889 £. 
486 SX 33, 250 Hardrive $46.59/Month or $1569 g_ 
All Systems Include a 3 YEAR PARTS & LABOUR Warranty Across Canada ^

&
H
in
Oh

ocu
(DO 14” .28 Non-Interlaced SVGA Colour Monitor 

Q Windows for Workgroups 3.11 & Manuals 
O Intel CPU on a Vesa Local Bus Motherboard 
O Toll Free 1-800 Technical Support 

Package #1 - For 486’s - Double Speed CD-ROM, 16 Bit Soundcard, Speakers, MS Bookshelf CD, MS Works CD, Game CD 
Package #2 - Upgrade the DX2 66 to 420 Hardrive, 14.4 Fax/Modem with 5 Yr Warranty, Fax & Comm. Software, 1 Yr On-Site Service 
Package #3 - Add 4 MB Memory (for a total of 8MB) to any system for $229

O 4 MB RAM, Expandable to 64MB 
O Vesa Local Bus I/O Controller 
O Microsoft’s Newest Mouse 
Q 1 MB VL Windows Accelerator Video

O Dos 6.22 & Manuals 
O 1.44 MB 3.5” Floppy Drive 
O Mini Tower Case

E—1

3s0)

O CD$299 
$199

Package #4 - Canon Inkjet Printer with Auto Sheet Feeder $339
"13
LT)C H■§ HOLY BAT 

™Guano H ->
WlNDEMERE COMPUTERS 466-6534

LIMITED TIME, LIMITED QUANTITIES !!! - 486 DX2 66 Computer, Double Speed CD-ROM Drive, 16 Bit Sound Card, Speakers, 14” .28 SVGA 
MONITOR, Local Bus Motherboard with 7 Slots, Vesa Local I/O Card, 1 MB Vesa Local Windows Accelerator Video Card, 101 Keyboard, 1.44 MB 
3.5" Floppy, Mini Tower Case, Dos 6.22 & Manuals, Windows for Workgroups 3.11 & Manuals, Microsoft Publisher 2.0 (Desktop Publishing), 
Microsoft Money 2.0, Microsoft Bookshelf (Encyclopedia, Dictionary, Thesaurus, Almanac, Atlas, Book of Quotations, Time chronide), Microsoft 
Works 3.0 (Spreadsheet, Database, Word Processor, Communications Tool), 3 YEAR PARTS & LABOUR WARRANTY, 1 YR ON-SITE 
STUDENTS GET THE PST BACK AND A FREE 14.4 FAX/MODEM WITH SOFTWARE & 5 YEAR WARRANTY. $1999 or $59.36/Month

00

&

WIN 1/2 YEAR 
TUITION FREE!

E

DR. ROBERT E. WALKOW1AK
Optometrist

New Patiente Welcome!

1649 Barrington St. 
Halifax, NS
425-8699

6132 Quinpool Rd. 
Halifax, NS
429-3162

ct:



WOMEN

ACADIA
DALHOUSIE
ST.FX
UPEI
MEMORIAL 
SAINT MARY’S 
MT ALLISON 
MONCTON

MEN

SAINT MARY’S 
DALHOUSIE 
ST.FX 
MONCTON
UPEI
ACADIA 
MT.ALLISON
UNB
MEMORIAL

SCORING LEADERS 10 * 4
KATE GILLESPIE,DAL 
JENNIFER ANDREWS,ACA 7
ROBIN THOMPSON,MTA 5

ill
AS OF MON OCT 3,1994 %
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Saturday Matinee:
Live Entertainment

The Puck Stops 
Here!

by
Bung any hockey ticket 01 stub to 

the Atnum on Game Day and 
rprpivf*

FREE ADMISSION!

He Shoots He Scores 
Contest for NHL 

Getaway Weekend!

The Hop 
FREE COVER! 

GREAT PRICES!
4-7 PM

SCORING LEADERS 4L0.

RICHIE TOBIN,ST.FX 
DESMOND LAMBERT,SMU 4
TONY PIGNATIELLO,DAL 4
GEOFF FLECKNELL.ACA

7

4 y

ATLANTIC UNIVERSITIES 
SOCCER CONFERENCE

Women’s soccer undefeated
from striker Dana Holmes. It was the 

first of two goals scored by Gillespie 
from Holmes. A third was called 
back when Gillespie contacted the 

keeper. Dal coach Neil Turnbull was 
pleased with the combination. “It’s 
the first game we’ve played the two 

together up front,” he said. “It looked 
healthy.”

Karen Hood made the score 4-0 
just before the end of the first half by 

looping the ball over the head of 
Cormier after a free kick.

The game was played in muddy 

field conditions, and Moncton play
ers had trouble with traction. The 

Tigers victimized the Blue Eagle de
fenders often, especially Isabelle 
Desroches, who couldn’t keep up with 
Gillespie and Holmes.

Dal didn’t let up the second half. 
Midfielder Carla Perry scored early 
after taking a pass from Gillespie.

M imites later, first year player Jane 
Walton caught Cormier out of posi

tion and scored from 40 feet away to 
run the score 6-0.

The Eagles appeared demoralized 
in the final minutes and Gillespie 
burned them twice more. She fired

by Rod Nickel and Carmen Tam in a pass from Amy Harding for the 
first one and scored her fifth goal of 
the game on a turnover.

Moncton coach Mircea Roman 
pointed to a lack of “psychological 

preparation” as a reason for the blow

out.

It was alot like watching a cat toy 
with a wounded bird. The Dal wom

en’s soccer team tore apart the 
Université de Moncton 8-0 at 
Wickwire Field Saturday.

The score flattered Moncton. 
Midfielder Kate Gillespie scored five 
goals, three before the end of the first 
half.

“When you have a national player 
(Gillespie) against you , sometimes 

you can get intimidated,” he said.

Dal 2 UPEI 0Dal keeper Leahanne Turner 
never touched the ball.

This was soccer murder.
The Tigers took control early and 

never let up. Striker Kate Gillespie 
began the bloodletting when she 
turned the ball and blasted it high 

over the right shoulder of Moncton 
keeper Natalie Cormier.

After missing several more good 

scoring chances, Gillespie took a pass 
from Eva Al-Khouri, broke in alone 

and booted the ball past the Moncton 
keeper to the far post.

Gillespie got her third goal on a 
kick to the right corner, prompting 

one spectator to comment: “It’s 
Moncton 0. Kate Gillespie 3.”

The goal came from a fine pass

The combination of Kate 

Gillespie and Dana Holmes was at 
work again last Sunday as the pair 
netted a goal apiece to defeat the 

UPEI Panthers at Wickwire Field. 
Leahanne Turner recorded another 
shutout as the Tigers remain unde
feated in AUAA soccer action.

Gillespie—currently the league’s 
scoring leader — drew first blood as 
she put in a goal in the first half. 

Holmes — who had an earlier goal 
recalled — netted the Tiger’s second 

goal in the dying minutes of the 

game.
The Tigers — last years’ CI AU 

finalists — are ranked second in the

AUAA standings.

Quote of the week
“It’s Moncton 0, Gillespie 3”

—Spectator during Dal’s 
8-0 victory over U de M in which striker Kate Gillespie 
scored 5 goals.
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Sat., Oct. 15 
Wed., Oct. 19

Aca @ Dal 2 p.m. 
Dal @ SMU 4 p.m.

Women’s Soccer
Tues., Oct. 11 
Sat., Oct. 15 
Wed., Oct. 19

Dal @ St.FX4 p.m.
Dal @ Mt.A 1 p.m.
Dal @ SMU 6:30 p.m.

For information on playing rugby or the rugby game schedule, call 
425-7032.
For information on varsity sports, call 494-1034.
For a good time, call 494-2507.

Men’s Hockey
Sat., Oct. 8 
Fri., Oct. 14 
Sat., Oct. 15

Aca @ Dal 2 p.m.
Dal @ SMU 7:30 p.m. 
UPEI @ Dal 7:30 p.m.

Sports schedule
Men’s Soccer

Rookies play key role in successful soccer weekend
by Carmen Tam

Rookies combined their talents 
to produce four of six goals for Dal- 
housie Men’s Soccer as the Tigers 
defeated the UPEI Panthers 6-2 last 
Saturday in Charlottetown. Captain 
Tony Pignatiello and first year player 
Jeff Hyles scored two goals ape ice 
while Chad Denny and Mark Mouat 
rounded out the Dal effort.

“The forwards were doing their 
job as they pushed the ball ahead 
alot.” said midfielder David 
Macfarlane “That gave us alot more 
scoring chances.”

The next day the team traveled 
to Moncton to capture their fourth 
victory of the season. The Tigers 
defeated the Blue Eagles with a lone 
goal by David MacFarlane. It was his 
second goal of the year.

“It was a flukey shot,” said 
MacFarlanc."It was a one-on-one ' 
situation and 1 was actually aiming 
for the left corner. Instead, my shot 
deflected off the shoulder of the 
Moncton defender and into the net.”

Trevor Chishom recorded an
other shutout.

The Tigers took advantage of their u T t- 
weekend and collected the maximun 
eight points and moved into sole 
possesion of second place in AUAA 
standings. They remain the only 
undefeated team in the conference 
with a 4-0-1 record. Dalhousie also
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-• made an appearance in the CIAU 
4 rankings this week as they are ranked

ÜP 9th in the nation.
.

;

Dal’s David MacFarlane (#6) is consoled by a teammate after Wednes
day’s 3-1 loss to crosstown rival SMU.

KsSRaKst I
Dalhousie player (jn white) collides with SMU Rival at Wickwire Field. Photo: MIke Devonport

In Next Issue 
Varsity Previews 
Soccer Highlights 
Coach’s Corner 
In The Clubhouse 
Intramural 
Standings

I'd

SPORTS WRITERS 
MEETING

Dalhousie Athletes of the Week
ü—m Sept 26-Oct 2 1994

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11 AT IDO P.M. 
GAZETTE OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR OF THE 

SUB, ROOM 312
Tony Pignatiello
outstanding play vs. !| 
top 2 teams in the 
AUAA
3 goal weekend

msKate Gillespie
5 goals vs. U de M 
1 goal vs. UPEI

mi

Hii
w-

FREE WORLD SERIES TICKETS 
TO FIRST 100 ARRIVALS.ÛM

é
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Four funerals and a wedding
and Kevin Ryan, senior Keifer House pass on the Black Bears for the chance As in, they’ve borrowed our right-
(who is making a comeback from last to play for Dal. He spent last season ful position as AUAA champions

Something old, something new, year’s career-threatening leg injury), smashing Paul Kariya’s points record the past few years and it’s time we got
something borrowed, something and rough-and-tumble winger Marc in the British Columbia Junior it back.

Robillard, of whom much is expected. Hockey League - he totaled 76 goals
“Marc may start the season with and 76 assists in just 60 games.

by Sam McCaig in. In reality, fans, alumni and the 
like have the hardest job. Stuff like 
going to games and cheering for the 
Tigers is tough, 1 know, but we gotta 
do what we gotta do.

If you went to any games last year, 
you know that they’re a rocking time 
(does AC/DC’s mega-hit “Thunder
struck” ring a bell ?). Of course, 
Acadia provided the most intense 
matches, but walking out of the rink 
after the Tigers demolished some 
scrub team is a pretty good feeling 
too.

black and gold.
Marriage, hockey-style.
Darrell Young is hoping for a sue- (Mark) Myles and (Corey) Mac-

So, is this the team to do it?
“This team is a better skilled one 

Steve Maltby is not exactly a than we’ve had here at Dalhousie in 
cessful union of his returning hockey Intyre. It is an opportunity for him to fresh-faced rookie, but it is the the past three or four years. This 
Tigers and his talented cast of re- show that he can jump up his level of twenty-three year-old’s first time as a doesn’t mean they’re a better team.

play; if he doesn’t produce, he has Tiger. After playing at Yale Univer- 
Like most newlyweds, each party no-one to blame but himself,” re- 

will spend the first little while learn- marked coach Young, 
ing the intricacies and oddities of 
their new partner. Also, there will be 
plenty of high-sticking, cross-check- squad, 
ing and scoring.

emits. We’ve had a big turnover of people, 
sity for three seasons, Steve decided it’s hard to say how good we’re going 
to don the blades for Dal while work- to be. When you go through such a 
ing on his MBA. change, it’s going to take time to

Our out-of-towner this year is bring everything together,”
Ulrik Bengtsson from, you guessed mented Young.

Starting in goal, former Cole Har- it, Sweden. He’s very skilled and 
However, unlike most newlyweds, hour Colt Steve Pottie had an im- should be able to carry 

this couple’s ultimate goal is a CI AU pressive camp and is expected to goal-scoring load, 
championship. And hey, if a few take over the workload while

Something new
Lots of new faces on this year’s com-

If you go to Dal or are just a fan of 
the Tigers, you're lucky because we 
have a good, competitive team and 
an exceptional hockey program. So 
don’t jump on the bandwagon in 
February when the Tigers are getting 
ready to roll through the AUAA 
playoffs get down to the rink as 
much as you can throughout the sea
son. That way, when we do take it all 
this year, the satisfaction will be that 
much greater.

Your first chance to see the Tigers 
in action is an exhibition game at 
Studley arena this Saturday at 2 pm 
against the Acadia Axemen.

Happy Thanksgiving, enjoy your 
turkey and all the fixings.

Well, when it comes together, 
of the how do we stack up against the rest of 

the league?
“We should be able to compete

Axemen get run over along the way, Dreveny is suspended and/or injured. both first-year forwards with ample for top honors in the league. Acadia
it will only add to the marital bliss. “Steve is more than capable - he junior experience. They’re billed as has improved, the whole league has

has been to pro camps with New good up-and-down players with
Jersey and Ottawa. With Dreveny offensive flair.

some

Tim Hill and Marc Warner are

improved. It’s going to be tough to 
repeat last year’s record (19-3-4),”

an
Something old
Starting in goal, second-year out for the first three or four games Others wearing the black and gold said Young.

netminder Greg Dreveny - last year’s Steve has a chance to step in and for the first time are Aaron Karmazyn 
CIAU rookie goaltender of the year really prove himself,” Young said. and Mark Alexander. Both players
- is back and eager to return to his Also making the team as a have Halifax ties: Alexander being a The sun’s been rising on Acadia for the 
position between the pipes. netminder is former St. Mary’s Husky native of the city, while Karmazyn past few seasons and it has to eventu-

However, he has a pair of obsta- Randy MacLean. He spent one sea- spent last season skating for the j 
cles in his way. son in the SMU goal before coming ior A Mooseheads.

Firstly, he was tagged with a three to his senses and deciding to lace 
game suspension by AUAA officials them up for the Tigers, 
for his own unique way of clearing
the crease late in last year’s final cruiting success occurred on the 
playoff game verses the Acadia blueline. Leading the way is Mike 
Axemen. On a more serious note, Johnson, a Halifax native who has 
Dreveny has experienced some hip spent the last two seasons toiling for 
pains that potentially might keep the Ottawa 67’s of the OHL. Johnson 
him out of action for a longer stretch - who nearly earned himself a minor- 
than his self-induced three-game league contract while attending a 
vacation. However, according to pro camp last month - is a 6’3, 205 
coach Darrell Young, the initial prog- pounder with offensive instincts.

Also beefing up the defence is 
“Dreveny is undergoing treatment former UCCB Caper Brian King. He 

right now; hopefully it won’t be a was considered to be the Capers’best 
nagging injury,” Young stated.

Moving on to returning defence- should be able to keep goal crease 
men, the news is very good. All-star traffic at a minimum, 
defenceman Kevin Mcisner has de-

Inotherwords.no promises, but... 
“We hope to be playing in March.

ally fall. Hopefully, when it comes up 
again, it will be shining on us.”

un-

Something borrowed
Acadia.

Something black and gold 
This is where the rest of us comePerhaps Dalhousie’s greatest re-

fV*"

nosis is promising.

defender and at 6’5, 235 pounds,

■ o
From the junior A loop in British 

cided to do his MBA at Dalhousie. Columbia comes Quebec dcfence- 
What this means is that Tiger fans man Martin Lapointe. He is one of 
will be able to enjoy Meisner’s con- two players to join the Tigers after 
tributions to the cause for one more being offered the chance to play with

the Maine Black Bears of the NCAA.

iliWMPff

season.
Meisner will be joined by third- Finally, first-year student Pat Russell 

year monster Allan Cox, speed-de- from Oakville, Ontario has cracked 
mon James Bugden, stalwart Trent the squad after spending last season 
Gleason, and sophomore Jeff Let- playing junior A in Toronto.

On the forward front, the Tigers 
Offensively, Mark Myles and have many bodies that will attempt 

Corey MacIntyre will be expected to to fill the void left behind by the 
lead the veteran’s goal rush. Their departures of players such as Joe Suk 
efforts will be supplemented by those and Ken MacDermid. 
of speedster Mike Polano, sophomore 
Tyler Naugler, juniors Dan Holmes Montreal is the other new Tiger to

* * *

VI <

Vourneau.

X

Slick-skating Dany Bousquet from

Winger Mike Polano eyes the upcoming season. Photo; MIke Devonport

ALL NEW SPORTS BAR FANCY POOL HALL CLASSY GATHERING PLACE

POOL VIPEO GAMES

PARTS
CARP CAMES
m rvs

FREE HAPPY HOUR APP1ES tApin m
mW GAMES SPEAKEASY

UPSTAIRS AT RYAN DUFFY'S, 5640 SPRING GARDEN ROAD, 422-4959
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THE DIGITALLY RECORDABLE SONY MINIDISC 
PICKS UP RAP, ROCK AND REGGAE.

(TOO BAD IT DOESN'T PICK UP LAUNDRY.)
Now changing your music is as easy as changing your socks. 
That’s because Sony’s amazing MiniDisc not only lets 
you digitally record up to 74 minutes of music, but re-record 
over a million times without losing any sound quality.

What’s more, over 300 pre-recorded titles are now available. 
MiniDisc also offers quick random access to instantly find 
a song. And shock resistance for total portability. Pick up a 
Sony MiniDisc today. Then pick up any music you’re into.

%

Mocao
DEE SONY OF CANADA LTD.Sony* is a registered trademark and MiniDisc is a trademark of Sony Corp lokyi Jap.
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Thursday, Oct. 6 6 at the side entrance of the ATV sta
tion, 2885 Robie St. Bring a placard.

inquires are welcome. Contact Tim the Resource Centre SUB. Members of 7pm in the SUB's Green Room. Come 

Milligan at 861-1 106 or the board for the accessibility fund and out and sing or read your poetry and 
milligan@biome.bio.ofo.ca for more the association executive will be nomi- stories.

nated and elected.

Shinerama Benefit Gig in support of 

cystic fibrosis research at Café Rotter

dam. 1717 Barrington between 8-11 pm. 
Come out, have a coffee, and listen to 

musical tunes ranging from jazz to pop 
to classical.

Halifax Main Library welcomes guest 
speaker Sandor Boyson on October 13 

at 12noon to discuss “The Information 
Highway to Development" as part of the 

Asia in a Changing World series Every

one is welcome.

info.

jzèaCaTmXcmeÆs
DAGS Bi-election: accepting nomina- Centre for Foreign Policy Studies Handel ,0 Btoad a lunch.time 
lions for 27 council seats until noon presents a workshop on "Peacemaking concert jn ,he s, Ceci||a Concert Se. 

today. Election date is Oct. 17. Forms and Preventive Diplomacy in the New nes a, g, Andrews Church (Robie a, 
available from the DAGS office. 3rd World (Dis)Order" from Octe14 to Oct. #obu^ wj|| ^Id on October 7 at

-r “ “ — ■ ^sflu&>»55£iHHr
quiredbyfoj^ § *3697 iSmoX.

Dalhousie Arts Society’s annual gen
eral meeting will be held in council 
chambers, 2nd floor SUB at 6:30pm. 
Call 494-1313 or e-mail us at 

DALARTS@ac.dal.ca for more info.

con-
Dalhousie Optamus invites all part- 

time and mature university students to 
take part in our society. Come and join 
us in our lounge to connect with other 
part-time and mature students. We are 
located on the lower level of Henson 

College, room 001. Phone 494-2709 
for info

466-

Tuesdoy, Oct. 11
Clown Troupe will have its organiza-

Biology Department will hold
Learn Hebrew in six easy lessons, tional meeting and face painting work- nsfrbyDais

Classes open to all Dal/Kings students/ shop in preparation for Casino Night ||Pj^rf ed tier^n^ ^ NEs': 1 ^uu Heather
faculty, will be held Thursday nights at and UNICEF Children's Mardi Gras at ^ utl0n nurse who goes
8:05pm, room 318 SUB. For more info 6pm. Wr-^Z/V T
call Rabbi Grafstein at 423-7307 or - ™ Jounce,

494-2287. Sodales. Dal’sQebatina Society meets .......................... .... X , L

The Eastern Front The

mouth presents The O
iiv< *

hathto
the iiofIOI
:tol

Iktore series Continues at the Hali- 
*" t Tiering Garden with

"pfc

iwogd MatJ 10am, October 12th. , ^^^^1-7673 for more info.

RMa#1-2720fc§details** ff IfJ

f Want to make a difference? Have
talents or skills you would like to put to 

oking for that perfect rea-

Übei tëjwitij Suzannyauthier'sX/s"m°9et«lâ°!lhehouse?TheVolun- 
Ssjo^Lng.anZOctober,, teerServrcesÇept.attheWonaGen-
184ndrea:Wolffiift«Ash*: l!r!™°$ltalfieeds Peopl® llk,e you ,0

latidn.CapessiEt#. fe photon expanding volunteer pro- 

info / W gram. Call 428-2420 during business

o
4:

Metro )ay Committee
II idst a six-hour

m l axevery Tuesi
Dalhousie International Business chambers, 
Society, will host a talk with Sam Gur, public spe| 
President & CEO of Dynateck Automa- Contact 
tions Systems at 11:45am, room 102 of jl 
the School of Business building. Call 

494-6553 for details. [
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sumption by Irond
Grqen Room iarti

yvelcome; no
contact Kris j

sponsor a perfor 
il Sideshow,ra pi

will
.I. ■.11-

secu ns Gallery’s
ontinues ' '

BGLAD Movie Night! Come see “Out: tfiei 

Stories of Gay and Lesbian Youth” at work 
7pm in room 307 SUB.

AD’S Anna Leono1iai Ses oi r si ■at:ioni: ■q' ir
'pm. All areit -2038.mi

jssibn. For more info
/

Jewish Bible Study open to all and will 

be held on Thursday nights at 7pm in Qf^ 
room 318 in the SUB. For more info, 
contact Rabbi Grafstein at 423-7307 or 

494-2287.

■: lSi / graphicinstallE 
7381 for more

Meditation ism
Wednesday from 5:30-6:30pm in Çha 
Iain’s Office, 4th floor/SUB. F 

info, call 494-2287.
.

x
hou

- ess
imore info.

iets
i Uc rjupm. scfiizophrenia Society of N.S. is;, a

quired. eelf-belp group 

casual éd

1307 SUB,7-fort
i Centre will fea- viS
séries at noon in Br en^afcumamenfp ®

E&SUB about
\call 494- ! jinf0 ontact Kim 4ÿ-855| Or 

8356. I We

ariize to fight right-wing 
g~d scapegoating! Come to the first meet-

toMzpjWëniai tieterèl 8; j j# *?%#** **« *» Ral°™ 
eHancbkHall,comeroreatiurgBd: ! Wl<CARP),0 help Plan a *«** 

' * ' #jibM*lecraBStoot,2. W# ** uPcomin9 Dartmou,h Re"
ifty itOTtofl. !,hrm Party annual 9eneral meetins-

■ - i ? : ? Meet at 7:30pm, October 13 in room

V
ifne!d

Triday, 0< :

Psychology Departmen
titled “The Relevance qf 
Anti-social Child Behav 
ventions” will be présenté 
Loeber in room 4258/63 

less otherwise noted! ;

fur
moreoi

14-foi Landlord afod'i 
1432 for '""If 
iwc@ac.dal.ca-l

ir-

nce \oyRol
1.mi 316 SUB. For more info call Carole at 

492-1442.
Human Against Homophobia (UAH)
will hold its regular bi-weeldyr 
room 302, SUB, 5:30pmXl 

bers are welcome.
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......... ie Art Gallery presents

film The Extraordinary Adventures of 
meet tonight in the Tupper Theatre A at Mr: West in the Land of the Bolsheviks 
7:30pm. Keith Wells will be address by Lev Kuleshov. (1924, 62 min) Ad- 

“The Holy Spirit and the Christian.” Eve- mission is free. Located 6101 Univer- 
ryone is welcome. For more info phone sity Ave, or call 494-2403.

492-8616.

ctober is Mi’Kmaq history month!
qtilthe Maritime Museum of the Atlan- 

, and the Nova Scotia Museum of
^^^^story will be presenting spe- Rooms For Rent! Heat, hot water, 

TU£&daLfQèk & F°9rariiS throughout the month, electricity, cable, and use of washer
IwaaJ bv DAS/DSS Interested?; Calf 424-7490 for details. and dryer are all included. Rent from 

;fart at 7om It wi’1 $210-$230/month. Excellent location:
saiimmes ^terested îri tolk music? Margo 1328 Robie St, across from the Dal

anv inouiries call JenniferRockev or Carruthers presents “A Heritage of School of Dentistry. For details call Paul
IGBSml. ■ • at 422"8257-

Fofk Songs of Atlantic Canada at the
x1useum of the Atlantic on For Sale: 24 pin dot matrix printer, 

tober 16 at 2pm. Call 424- model#PR2417, Roland Raven. Printer
cable included. $200 or best offer. Call

leelthe
Dalhousie Christiai cj^ssmemdt.

T

1

Dal Math and Stats BASH!!! All stu-
dents/falculty welcome. Come to the 
first bash of the year and have a GREAT 

TIME!!! Where? Student Lounge, Chase 
building at 5pm. Contact Jamie Worral! 
for more info at 422-4841 or 
jworrall@is.dal.ca.

food security will be set-up in 
lobby. Also, check out Reci^

SUB Dalhousie Women's Centre: There
Swap f

Talk!
ie inspicy political 

from12-3pm.
835-5523 after 6pm.

Want to hang out with the stars?
Every Thursday at 7pm the Royal As- Tired of hitch-hiking for hours on 
tronomical Society of Canada presents end with no pick-up? Think of having 
public shows in the Dunn's planetarium, credibility, a reusable travel sign, and a
Upcoming topics include: Whirling Stars meal tray all-in-one! Sound conven- 
of Many Colours (Oct 6), Black Holes, ient? You need “Gypsy" X-Tra Visible 

will ^a^n9 disorders Support Group Neutron Stars, and other Strange Travel I.D.! Write to Magic Bus Enter-
meets every Wednesdays at the Dal- Beasts (Oct 13), and Monsters in the prises, P.O.Box 87, Five Islands, Col.
housie Women's Centre at 6:30pm.

F inci oi
LisaSunday, Oct 9

Attention Jewish Students! There will SUB at 7pm. 

be basketball at the Beth Israel 
Synagague every Sunday at7pm, 1480 
Oxford St. For more info call 422-1302 

or 494-2287.

BGLAD regular meeting in
for details.

A Oct 19Triday, Oct
Dalhousie Christian Fell
have a prayer meeting tonight in SUB 

224-226 at 7:30pm. All are welcome to 
attend. For more info, contact 
DCF@ac.dal.ca or phone 492-8616.

Sky-A Greek Soap Opera (Oct 20). In Co, NS, BOM 1K0 for free info on our
lieu of admission, Metro Food Bank revolutionary new product.Sunday Mass: The Dalhousie Roman 

Catholic Community gathers for Sun
day Eucharist each Sunday at 12:30pm 
in room 307 at the SUB. All are wel

come.

Dalhousie Art Gallery presents donations would be greatly appreci- 

Eisenstein’s Strike (1924,106 min.), a ated. 
film which uses a workers’ strike during

Spare time? In need of mature, dedi
cated, high school seniors, university, 

Czarist times to illustrate theories about St. Cecilia Main Concert Series kicks or college students in all major high
montage, typage and graphic repre- 0ff on October 7 at 8pm with the school, university or college areas to
sentation. Admission is free. 6101 Uni- Penderecki String Quartet. Consid- market study program. Distribute garn

ered to be one of the world’s finest phlets & post order forms in spare time
string ensembles, this group special- without disturbing present obligations,
izes in the music of Mozart, Haydn, and Earnings per unit sold. Send letter of

Dal-Outreach recognizes World Food 
Day. Info tables and displays on global 
food security will be set-up in the Dal 
SUB Lobby again. For more info, con

tact Kristine Anderson at LPI, 494-2038.

Curling Club of Dalhousie will have its 
first curling day at the Mayflower Curl
ing Club, off Yonge St. New members 

welcome. No experience or equipment 
required. For further info, call Melody at 

422-5910.

versity Ave.494-2403. »

Thursday, Oct 20
Counselling Centre: A five-session Szymanowski. Tickets are $10. Call interestand résumé to: Study-Help Pro-

466-3697 for info. gram, 36 Karen St, Saint John, NB,
E2N 1E6.

Biology Department will have the Terry 
Anders Lecture by Dr. Colin Ware.,
“Exploring and Manipulating 3-D group program on “Overcoming Pro- 
Graphic Environments." Room 4258/ crastination” will take place at the Coun-
63 LSC at 3:30pm unless otherwise selling Centre 11-12:30pm. Fight Workplace Sexism! Mass picket

Preregistration is required. 4th floor, f°r locked-out NABET workers. Sup- For sale: 14.4 Internal Fax Medem
its meeting at 8:30-10:15pm today and SUB. ' port the 13 women workers at ATV who $128, used External Modem $30, ten

on Wednesday at Dalplex. The goal is Students with disabilities are invited are fighting for seniority rights and equal 3.5" HD diskettes $6.80. Call 425-0638
to generate interest in the sport. All to attend a general meeting at noon in BGLAD Open Mike/Coffee House at pay. Picket to be held 4-10pm, October Japan Computers.

Monday, Oct 10
Dalhousie Water Polo Club will have noted.
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A SMOOTH, IHSTINCnVE TASTE 
THAT GOES DOWN EAST.
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